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POSTAL AUCTION 
Closing Tuesday, 13th June 2017 at 5.00pm

Terms and Conditions of Sale
1. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the description of lots but we hereby give notice 

that all statements, whether spoken or written, are those of opinion only and we do not hold ourselves 
liable for any errors or omissions. Obvious defects will be noted and unless stated otherwise, all items 
are considered by us to be in at least good to very good condition. Customers are reminded that 
certain lots may be fragile due to their age, wear, etc. When handling such material on viewing day at 
Stoneleigh, you are asked to treat it with the utmost care and attention. 

2. Carriage and packing will be charged extra at cost. We despatch items by Royal Mail Special Delivery 
at a minimum change of £12 including VAT. Large consignments are sent by Parcel Post. If you 
require your purchases to be sent by ordinary post, you must indicate this on your bidding form. We 
always obtain and hold the certificate of posting, but can not accept liability for any loss or damage in 
transit after items are handed over to Royal Mail, Parcel Force or courier.

3. Bids should be made on the Bidding Form provided with the catalogue. The Bidding Form may also 
be downloaded from the website.

4. All lots in this section carry a reserve which is published and in all cases will be no less than a 
minimum of £5.  Bids may be for any amount in whole pounds (pence will be ignored) and the highest 
bidder on any lot will be successful. The amount of the bid paid by the successful bidder, which will 
be at one bidding step above the previous highest bidder, will be determined by bid increments as 
defined in the following scale:

  Value of Bid Increment Value of Bid Increment
  Up to £10 £1 Between £100 and £500 £10
   Between £10 and £30 £2 Between £500 and £1000 £20
  Between £30 and £100 £5 Over £1000 £50
 Please note that any bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in this table will be 

rounded up to the next legal bid above. Any bid below the reserve price will be rounded up to it.
 When there is only one bid at or above the reserve, the bidder will pay the reserve price. In the case of 

equal highest bids, the lot will go to the first bid received. Any unsold lots will be available to buyers for 
a period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” basis. Please 
contact Brian Moakes if you wish to make such an offer (BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 
01234 391459).

5. A Buyer’s Premium of 18% (including VAT) will be raised on all items at the time of settlement.
6. Payment can be made either by card or cheque. Your cheque, or card details, must accompany your 

bid.
 (i)  Cheques should be made payable to “Great Central Railwayana Ltd” (please do not abbreviate) 

with the amount left blank, and endorsed “Not To Exceed £XXX” where XXX is the total of all your bids 
(or your spending limit) plus 18% Buyer’s Premium (including VAT) and an allowance for packing and 
carriage. Please do not forget to sign your cheque! Your cheque will be shredded if you are completely 
unsuccessful, otherwise we will enter on the cheque the amount due and a receipt will be enclosed 
with the lots you have successfully purchased.

 (ii)   We accept payment by debit and credit card. Debit card payements are free of surcharge. Credit 
cards attract a 2% surcharge (the amount charged to us by the card company). Your card details must 
be provided with your bids. This information will be stored securely and shredded shortly after the sale 
closes.

For full Conditions of Sale, please see the main Stoneleigh Auction catalogue. They will also be on 
display at Stoneleigh on 3rd June .
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Purchasing an Unsold Lot after an Auction
If a sale lot fails to attract a valid bid by the closing date of a Postal Auction, it will be 
shown as unsold in the Auction Results (available via the sheffieldrailwayana.co.uk  

and gcrauctions.com websites). Any such unsold lots will be available to buyers for a 
period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” 
basis. Please contact Brian Moakes to check if the lot is still available and to state 

your interest in aquiring it. 
Email: BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 01234 391459

Great Central Railwayana Ltd
14 School Street, Woodford Halse, Daventry, Northants. NN11 3RL

 Company Reg. No. 5405235   VAT Reg. No. 864 7353 93

Advertisement
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Lots 1 - 132: Books, General
1 TWO VOLUME work "The Railways of Great Britain - A Historical Atlas" by Colonel Michael 

H.Cobb. Green hardback covers in green slipcase, 600+pp, second edition published by Ian 
Allan in 2005. £30

2 THOMAS TRUSS inventory of carriages and wagons. Leather bound hardback covers with lock, 
226pp with handwritten information completed in the 19th century. £80

3 COTTERELL S. & WILKINSON G.H "LNWR Locomotives". 130pp in part leather bound hardback 
covers, published by The Holland Company in 1899. Covers rubbed. £10

4 GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAY published hardback book "Travels at Home or Scenes on the GCR". 
Red coloured clothbound covers with title in gold on front, 216pp, undated. Covers bumped and 
spine a little faded. £30

5 GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAY official hardback publication "Per Rail" published 1913. 238pp plus 
three fold out maps. Some wear to covers and spine, damp staining to rear few pages and back 
cover, faults and repairs to maps. £10

6 "MOGG'S HANDBOOK FOR RAILWAY TRAVELLERS" by Edward Mogg. 234pp plus 101pp 
appendix and fold out map. Hardback with title in gold on front. Second edition published by the 
author in 1840. Restoration to covers. £10

7 MOGG E "Pocket Itinerary of the Direct and Cross Roads of England & Wales, etc". 400+pp dated 
1826. Rebound into modern hardback covers. £10

8 FREELING'S Grand Junction Railway Companion. Pocket sized, 192pp plus adverts and fold out 
map. Published by Henry Lacey in 1838. Good for age. £10

9 WYLD'S "London and Birmingham Railway Guide" dated 1838. Pocket sized hardback book with 
title in gold on the front, 200+pp, map missing. Covers worn. £10

10 DRAKE'S "Road Book of the London and Birmingham Railway". Hardback with title in gold on 
front, 112pp plus adverts and fold-out map. Dated 1839. Covers bumped otherwise good for age. 
£10

11 DRAKE'S "Road Book of the Grand Junction and London and Birmingham Railway". Hardback 
with title in gold on front, 250+pp plus fold out map, dated 1839. Covers worn, ex Paul Edwards 
library. £10

12 OSBORNE'S LONDON & BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY GUIDE. Clothbound hardback covers, 
270pp, circa 1839. No map, covers very worn, bindings loose causing detached pages. £10

13 OSBORNE'S GRAND JUNCTION RAILWAY GUIDE dated 1838. 347pp plus adverts and fold 
out map. Wear to clothbound hardback covers. £10

Viewing
All the lots in this Postal Auction catalogue will be on view at the live Great Central Railwayana 

Auction at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, CV8 2LZ on Saturday 3rd June 2017 from 
8:00am to 1:00pm. Directions are shown at the back of the catalogue.

Completed bidding forms may be sent to the address shown on the form at any time before the 
closing date/times. They may also be handed over to the stewards on duty in the viewing 
room at Stoneleigh if desired (together with a “Not To Exceed” cheque or debit/credit card 

details in accordance with Condition 6 on page 1).

The Postal Auction section will close promptly at 5:00pm on Tuesday 13th March 2017.
Please note: The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve or starting price. 

Please note also: Bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in our Terms & 
Conditions (Section 4) will be rounded up to the next legal bid above.
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14 CORNISH'S "Grand Junction and Liverpool and Manchester Railway Companion". Pocket sized, 
cloth covers with title in gold on front, 172pp plus fold out map. Dated 1837. Covers worn, contents 
OK. £10

15 MEASOM'S OFFICIAL ILLUSTRATED GUIDE to the North Western, Lancaster & Carlisle, 
Edinburgh & Glasgow and Caledonian Railways. 800+pp in hardback covers with title in gold on 
front and spine. Dated 1859. Covers worn, especially spine. £50

16 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE to the SER dated 1889. Red clothbound hardback covers showing 
coat of arms and Canterbury Cathedral. 336pp plus adverts and maps. Spine worn, bindings 
loose. £10

17 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE to the GER. 11th edition dated 1913. Red clothbound hardback 
covers showing coat of arms. 404pp plus maps. Spine poor, bindings loose, tape repairs to maps. 
Ex WH McAlpine library. £10

18 BRADSHAW'S SHAREHOLDERS' GUIDE, RAILWAY MANUAL AND DIRECTORY dated 1903. 
Brown leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 683pp plus fold out 
maps (some with tears), covers rubbed. £20

19 POCKET SIZED hardback book "James Watt and the Steam Engine". 192pp published by the 
Religious Tract Society circa 1850s. Cover wear and staining. £10

20 RAILWAY PIE. Two bound volumes of the official journal of the Wimbledon & District Model 
Railway Club containing issues 20 - 27 published 1930 - 31. (2) £10

21 GRINLING C.H: "The History of the Great Northern Railway 1845 - 1902". Hardback, 463pp 
published by Methuen in 1903. Spine wear. £10

22 HARDBACK BOOK "Photo Pictures in East Anglia" by Payne Jennings. 136pp published by the 
author. GER coat of arms in gold on front. Undated, good condition. £20

23 HARDBACK BOOK with dust jacket "A History of the Gloucester Railway Carriage & Wagon Co 
Ltd". 64pp published by Weidenfield and Nicolson in 1960. Minor wear to dust jacket. £10

24 HARDBACK BOOK with dust jacket: "The Railway Foundry, Leeds 1839-1969" by R Nelson 
Redman. 206pp history of EB Wilson-Hudswell Clark & Co. Ltd published by Goose & Son in 
1972. Spine of dust jacket faded. £10

25 ASSAM RAILWAYS AND TRADING COMPANY LTD published hardback book "The Story of the 
Assam Railways And Trading Company 1881 - 1951". 64pp illustrated history of the company 
published 1951. £10

26 DARJEELING-HIMALAYAN RAILWAY COMPANY official guide and souvenir "Darjeeling and 
It's Mountain Railway". Hardback clothbound covers with title in gold on front. 106pp, published 
1921. Some cover wear and marking. £10

27 FOOLSCAP SIZED "Memorandum on the Replica of the Rocket constructed by Robert 
Stephenson & Co in 1929 for Henry Ford Esq". Part leather bound hardback covers with title in 
gold on front, 16 typescript pages plus attached photos. Covers rubbed. £20

28 AIRDRIE AND BATHGATE JUNCTION RAILWAY report on the mineral fields along the line 
carried out by mining engineers. Foolscap sized, card covers, 14pp dated 1846. £20

29 NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY "Book of Reference". Foolscap sized, 171pp later Midland Railway 
clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on spine. Circa 1830s. Lists all the properties 
affected by the building of the line between Leeds and Derby. £10

30 Large sized LEDGER type hardback book. Originally intended to be an accounts book for the 
Skene & Echt Railway and St.Combs Light Railway but hardly used. Used many years later used 
as a Day Book for section No.1 Aberdeen, P. Way Gang. Approx 200 handwritten pages used 
between 1938 and 1962. Mine of information. Well used condition. £10

31 BOUND VOLUME of the proceedings in the House of Commons for the act to enable the 
Caledonian Railway to construct lines in the Glasgow area. 256pp in foolscap sized part leather 
bound hardback covers. Dated 1881. Cover wear. £10
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32 BOUND VOLUME of the proceedings in the House of Commons and House of Lords for the act to 
enable the Caledonian Railway to construct a connecting line between Larbert and Grangemouth. 
330pp in foolscap sized part leather bound hardback covers. Dated 1881. Cover wear. £10

33 BOUND VOLUME of the House of Commons Committee evidence for and against the Edinburgh 
& Glasgow Railway bill. 250+pp in foolscap sized part leather bound hardback covers. Dated 
1838. Spine missing causing covers and a few pages to become detached. £20

34 REPORT of the arbitration between the Metropolitan Railway and the GCR re the history of the 
Metropolitan since 1872 in regard to its northern policy. Foolscap sized, 42pp dated 1899. £10

35 Bound volume of THE LOCOMOTIVE NEWS AND RAILWAY NOTES, volume 6 - 10 covering 
1920 - 21. 500+pp bound into modern hardback covers. VGC. £20

36 BOUND VOLUME of "Railway Travel Monthly Magazine" volume 1 May - December 1910. 704pp, 
some cover wear. £10

37 BEMROSE & SONS published "Midland Railway Panoramic Guide". Foolscap sized, 64pp "Along 
the Line" type guide with fold out map (torn). Circa 1874. Disbound, no covers. £10

38 BEMROSE & SONS published "SER Panoramic Guide". Foolscap sized, 52pp "Along the Line" 
type guide with fold-out map. Circa 1875. A few annotations, cover faults, rear detached. Plus 
SER Accountant's Office typed list of cost of Dover Division works 1838 - 1847. £10

39 FOOLSCAP SIZED paperback booklet "East Coast Railway Companies Powers over Scotch 
Railways - Extracts from Acts of parliament etc". 77pp, covers dusty. £10

40 MIDLAND RAILWAY hardback book "In Remembrance of the Brave Men of the Midland Railway 
who gave their lives in the Great War 1914-1919". 72pp list of those lost. Covers very stained. £10

41 MIDLAND RAILWAY booklet "Through Booking Arrangements with the Manchester Ship Canal 
Company at Manchester for through loads of 1 ton and upwards". Red clothbound card covers, 
18pp plus large fold out plan of docks. Dated September 1918. Some annotations, covers worn. 
£10

42 NER ledger type hardback book containing circulars dated 1870s - 1890s with a few later LNER 
issues added at the end. Many cover signalling alterations. Covers very poor, contents interesting. 
£10

43 NER booklet "Traffic Restrictions - General Circular TR697". 87pp dated October 1917. Damp 
staining to edges throughout. £10

44 NER foolscap sized book of instructions to agents re "Traffic for and from Collieries, Works, 
Sidings & Depots connected with the North Eastern Railway". 88pp dated September 1918. Loss 
and wear to covers. £10

45 NER signalbox "Train Register Book" from Kettleness signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between January and June 1916. £10

46 LNWR ledger type hardback book detailing surplus lands on the main line between London and 
Birmingham. 140+ pages of handwritten and printed letters inviting various parties to express 
interest in plots of surplus land along with plans of land referred to and some replies. Most circa 
1850. Covers very tatty and poor, contents OK. £10

47 LNWR foolscap sized book "List of Places, Works, Firms and Sidings connected with the LNWR 
etc". Red clothbound, card covers, 140pp dated February 1907. Covers very poor, contents OK. 
£10

48 L&YR book of block telegraph and electric train tablet regulations etc. Green, clothbound hardback 
covers with title in gold on front, 210pp, worn, many tipped in amendments. Dated 1919. £10

49 L&YR specification and tender document for the North Lancashire Loop Line. Foolscap sized, 
clothbound card covers, 15pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1870. £10

50 L&YR specification and tender document for the Liverpool Loop Line. Foolscap sized, leather 
bound card covers, 20pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1883. Spine worn. £10

51 L&YR specification and tender document for the Halshaw Moor Tunnel. Foolscap sized, leather 
bound card covers, 12pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1880. Wear to covers. £10
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52 L&YR specification and tender document for the Hoddlesden Branch. Foolscap sized, clothbound 
card covers, 12pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1874. £10

53 L&YR specification and tender document for the Heap Bridge Branch. Foolscap sized, clothbound 
card covers, 16pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1872. £10

54 L&YR specification and tender document for the Astley Bridge Branch. Foolscap sized, clothbound 
card covers, 16pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1872. £10

55 L&YR specification and tender document for the Ripponden Branch. Foolscap sized, leather 
bound card covers, 15pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1873. Spine worn and covers nearly 
detached. £10

56 L&YR specification and tender document for the Bacup Branch Widening. Foolscap sized, leather 
bound card covers, 40pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1877. Covers worn and loose. £10

57 L&YR specification and tender document for the Brighouse Branch. Foolscap sized, leather 
bound card covers, 15pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1874. Spine worn and covers nearly 
detached. £10

58 L&YR specification and tender document for the North Lancashire Loop Extension contract No.2. 
Foolscap sized, leather bound card covers, 10pp with title in gold on front. Dated 1871. Covers 
rubbed and a little loose. £10

59 L&YR specification and tender document for alterations to Croft Street, Bradford. Foolscap sized, 
paperback, 10pp, dated 1880. Cover wear. £10

60 L&YR specification document for widening Crumpsall Lane Bridge. Foolscap sized, paperback, 
28pp, dated 1900. Covers dusty/grubby. £10

61 L&YR foolscap sized ledger type book "Parcel Distance Book and Instructions Relating to 
Coaching Traffic". 200+pp dated March 1911. Covers very worn/poor, contents worn, many 
amendments added. Ex Newsholme £10

62 GER foolscap sized instructions relating to the availability of ordinary, tourist, fortnightly, etc 
tickets. 16pp dated December 1899. Slight wear to covers. £10

63 Seven copies of the GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY MAGAZINE issued between January 1911 
and November 1918. Mostly good condition. (7) £20

64 GWR foolscap sized ledger type book "Running Powers". 291pp showing running power 
agreements over other company's lines and their running powers over GWR lines. Most pages 
have small, RCH type diagrams of the lines in question. Dated 1927. Covers, especially spine, 
rubbed. £50

65 GWR ledger type hardback book listing inspections of locomotive boilers. 500+ pages showing 
depot location and loco numbers. Used between 1947 and 1950. Good used condition. £10

66 GWR internal report "Notes on the Railways of the United States of America May 1928". Foolscap 
sized, 60+ typescript pages. Foxing to covers. £10

67 GWR Chief Mechanical Engineer's Department, Swindon, internal report "The Running of 
4-wheeled Vehicles in Fast Trains - General Report". Card covers, 20 typescript pages, plus 
many photos and diagrams. Dated July 1944. £10

68 Bound volume of the GWR MAGAZINE. Volume 12 dated January - December 1910. 300+pp in 
later hardback covers with title in gold on spine. £10

69 GWR internally published booklet "The Great Western Railway" by P.R. Gale. 142pp, card covers 
plus fold out map, published 1926. Details the companies incorporated into the GWR at the 
Grouping. £10

70 GWR file of private sidings record sheets, some with diagrams. Various locations. £10
71 GWR. Approx 44 disbound reports from the Report on Branch Lines. One large sheet for each 

branch, each showing small line diagram, expenditure and receipts for 1925, proposed alterations 
and savings. Incomplete set with 24pp report on branch lines published March 1926. £10

72 GWR bound volume of director's reports and accounts for the period between 1891 and 1900. 
100+pp in clothbound hardback covers. Slight spine wear otherwise OK. £10

73 GWR hardback book "Current (1928) Fares". 284pp, used condition. £5
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74 BOUND VOLUME of "Southern on Service" and "Southern Home Guard Newspapers" No. 1 
January 1940-No. 29 January 1945. 100+pp in hardback cover with title in gold on front. Fading 
to covers, contents OK. £10

75 LMS hardback book "Handbook of Statistics years 1913 and 1922 to 1927". Clothbound covers 
with title and coat of arms on front. 240pp. £10

76 LMS hardback book "Handbook of Statistics 1929 - 30". Clothbound covers with title and coat of 
arms on front. 312pp. £10

77 LMS hardback book "Handbook of Statistics 1930 - 31". Clothbound covers with title and coat of 
arms on front. 330pp, amendments added. £10

78 LMS official 7 typescript page booklet "List of Named Locomotives". Dated September 1937. £10
79 Approx 15 LMS depot notices. Variety of subjects, all with backing paper/card. £10
80 LNER "Report on the Problems and Costs of Converting into Motor Roads the Haughley - Laxfield 

and Wivenhoe - Brightlingsea Branch Railways". Paperback, foolscap sized, 40 typescript pages 
dated December 1932. Very rusty staples removed, cover faults. £20

81 LNER "First Report of the LNER Post-war Development Committee". Paperback, foolscap sized, 
48pp dated September 1943. Spine wear. £20

82 LNER signalbox "Train Register Book" from Hinderwell signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between January and November 1933. £10

83 Six LNER or Railway Executive Eastern Region cleaning and painting contract and specification 
documents covering various workings in Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire. Foolscap sized, duly 
completed. (6) £10

84 LNER file of papers re the withdrawal of Clayton steam railcars. Approx 10 typescript pages dated 
1935. £10

85 LNER booklet "Information Relating to Transit and Delivery of General Goods between Newcastle 
and Neighbouring Stations". Green coloured card covers, 11pp, dated September 1927. £10

86 LNER North Eastern Area Southern Division booklet "Arrangements for Signalling in Foggy 
Weather or During Falling Snow". Pink coloured paperback covers, 60pp dated November 1927. 
Covers marked. Plus supplement No.1 dated January 1930. £10

87 GNR signalling notice circular No.12115a re opening of additional down goods line Stukeley to 
Abbotts Ripton. 1pp dated September 1897. Folded and worn. £10

88 LSWR signalling notice No.11 of 1909 re opening of an additional line between Newton Tony 
station and Amesbury station and provision of Coligny - Welch distinguishing signal lamps to 
certain distant signals. 4pp. £10

89 LSWR signalling notice No.11 of 1921 re opening of new sidings for hump shunting at Feltham on 
1st May. 6pp plus fold out diagram. £10

90 LSWR signalling notice No.18 of 1909 re new and altered signals at Topsham station and 
provision of Coligny - Welch distinguishing signal lamps to certain distant signals. 3pp. £10

91 LSWR signalling notice No.24 of 1909 re bringing into use a new road at Waterloo station and 
putting out of use the engine shed between south and central stations, Waterloo on 31st October. 
2pp, tears down l/h edge. £10

92 LBSCR signalling notice re the opening of the new South signalbox at Croydon station and 
closing of Fairfield Junction box on March 21st 1897. Foolscap sized, red and blue print, 4pp, 
marks on rear page where removed from album. Fragile. £10

93 LBSCR signalling notice re the opening of the new intermediate signalbox at Ripe Crossing on 
June 12th 1899. Foolscap sized, red and blue print, 1pp, folded and with edge tears and creases. 
Fragile. £10

94 LBSCR supplementary notice No.31 re royal train for the King and Queen from Victoria to 
Portsmouth Dockyard on August 1st 1901. 4pp, foolscap sized, edges faded and a little brittle. £10

95 LNER Royal Train notice No.R1040 re trains from King's Cross to King's Lynn and Wolferton to 
Cambridge 21st/22nd October 1934. 4pp. £10
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96 GWR Royal Trains notice No.10 re various trains to and from Wales on March 18th - 21st 1941. 
40pp. Horizontal and vertical folds, small section removed from top edge of front cover. £10

97 GWR Royal Trains notice No.70 re train from Paddington to Oxford and return on October 24th 
1946. 13pp. £10

98 BR(S) Royal Train notice No.729 re trains from Windsor and Eton Riverside to Weymouth and 
Portland Dockyard to Windsor and Eton Riverside on 28th & 29th April 1959. 8pp. £10

99 Collection of locomotive and train PERFORMANCE LOGS recorded by Brian P. Stead covering 
the period from the early 1950s to the late 1980s. Includes examples of every major steam and 
diesel class of the period plus experimental locos and electric traction. Meticulously recorded in 
46 handwritten note books. A unique opportunity to acquire such a record. £50

100 TRAVELLING POST OFFICE route book for the Highland TPO Down issued to help mail bag 
apparatus staff to become familiar with the route. 9pp dated October 1946. £10

101 TRAVELLING POST OFFICE route book for the Great Western TPO issued to help mail bag 
apparatus staff to become familiar with the route. 13pp dated October 1945. £10

102 BINDER containing vol.2 issues 7 - 10 of RCTS published typecript "Railway News" dated 1928 
- 29. Plus vol.2 issues 14, 17, 19 - 22 of The Railway Observer. Some wear and annotations. £10

103 BR(M) internal publication "Birmingham New Street Signal Box - notes for the guidance of area 
controllers, signalmen, etc". Foolscap sized, card covers, 18 typescript pages plus fold out 
diagrams. Circa early 1960s. £10

104 BRITISH TRANSPORT COMMISSION "BEECHING REPORT" "The Reshaping of British 
Railways". Two part report, part 1 148pp report and part 2 containing maps. Published 1963. £10

105 BRB appendix to the report on the withdrawal of passenger services between Bere Alston and 
Okehampton. 20+ foolscap sized type script pages, dated 1964. One page detached. £10

106 BR(NE) signalling notice No.15A re introduction of colour light signalling between Tweedmouth 
South and Crag Mill signalboxes. 5pp plus fold out diagram. Dated April 1960. £5

107 BR(W) CM&EE Department Paddington typescript document "Allocation of Diesel Locomotives & 
Multiple Units". Card covers, 71 typescript pages, dated October 1975. Covers slightly faded. £10

108 Three BR "Engine Record Cards" for locos 90216, 65166, 42894. Each shows loco information 
and details of works visits. Plus Locomotive Casualty Reports for incidents to locos 43928, 45641, 
46112, 46103. (7) £10

109 Three BR "Engine Record Cards" for locos 45526 Morecambe and Heysham, 43464 and 47606. 
Each shows loco information and details of works visits. (3) £10

110 BR(M) "Locomotive Stock Book". Foolscap sized, card covers containing 160+ typescript pages 
detailing loco allocations with amendments to show transfers. Dated April 1960. Very well used 
condition. £10

111 BR(E) typescript report "Proposed Withdrawal of Passenger Services Grantham - Lincoln Central 
and from intermediate stations between Lincoln Central and Barnetby (except Market Rasen)". 
20+ pages, dated August 1964. Plus similar for Peterborough - Grimsby, Firsby - Skegness, 
Willoughby - Mablethorpe dated May 1964. (2) £10

112 File of mostly BTC and Railway Executive papers re proposed loco and rolling stock liveries. 
Approx 20 typescript pages dated 1946 - 1956. £10

113 BR(E) file of papers and plans re the recovery of redundant trackwork etc at various east 
Lincolnshire locations. Dated mid 1960s. £10

114 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Pepper Hill signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between August and September 1971. £10

115 BR(W) headed letter from the CM&EE, Swindon explaining the colours of ex GWR brass and cast 
iron cabside plates. Dated 1961. £5

116 Eight LMS, BR and St.John Ambulance Association certificates for passing various classes in 
clerical work, signalling and first aid. Many ornate type, some on card. Awarded to one person 
between 1923 and 1950. Condition varies. (8) £10
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117 BR(M) document "Proposed future pattern of passenger train services on the ex Great Central 
line and closure of certain individual stations". Card covers, foolscap sized, 20+ typescript pages 
plus fold out map, dated February 1961. Rusty staples. £10

118 RAPHAEL TUCK & CO. booklet "Our Trains". Colour pictorial card covers and 16pp of full colour 
illustrations by Frank Mason. Circa 1930s. Cover creasing and wear. £10

119 POCKET SIZED booklet "Route Whistle Book - Scottish Region" compiled by FEMIC Scottish 
Group. Blue card covers, 102pp dated 1954. £10

120 6 BR(S) carriage window destination labels from the 1950s and 60s. Southampton Terminus, 
Romsey, Ilfracombe, Plymouth Friary, Birmingham Snow Hill, Salisbury. Green print, folded. (6) 
£10

121 END OF COLLECTION selection including LNER "The Coronation", SAR "Trans Karoo Express, 
GWR system map in envelope, LT map, various booklet and paperwork many re WC&PR and 
S&MR. (Qty) £10

122 SCOTRAIL published collection of six 16" x 12" B&W photo views of iconic locations in Scotland 
by Chris Close. Views include Kevingrove & Finnieston Crane, Glenfinnan Viaduct, Turnberry 
Lighthouse, Old Packhorse Bridge Carrbridge, Tay Rail Bridge, Forth Rail Bridge. (6) £10

123 CHEMIN DE FER DU CONGO souvenir book for the opening of the line from Matadi to Stanley 
Pool in 1898. Card covers containing 30+ pages of photo illustrations of the country. Covers poor, 
cord bindings broken causing detached pages. £10

124 BENGUELA RAILWAY published book "A Brief History of the Benguela Railway". Illustrated card 
covers, 68pp history of the project with fold out map, Dated 1928. £10

125 AFRICA. Agreements between the Crown Agents for the Colonies and the Central South African 
Railways 1904, the Crown Agents and Transvaal and Orange River Colony 1900, Marshonaland 
Railway Company and the Rhodesia Railways 1933. Plus six sheets of railway themed postage 
stamps from Tuvalu and Caribbean countries. £10

126 PORT OF LONDON booklet "The Port of London from Westminster to the Sea". Card covers, 
16pp history and activities with map of features along the Thames. Circa 1930s. Vertical fold. 
Issued with compliments of the Atlantic Transport Line. £10

127 PORT OF MANCHESTER booklet "Official Sailing List and Shipping Guide". Paperback covers 
with illustration of ship on front, 104pp plus fold out map. Details the departures and arrivals for 
September 1912. £10

128 CUNARD STEAM SHIP COMPANY 8pp fold out coloured glossy leaflet "Ireland". Coloured cover 
showing market scene, opening to show information and times of shipping services. Circa 1930s. 
£10

129 Eight pages of cuttings showing illustrations from the ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS featuring 
GWR related illustrations. Dated 1840s & 50s. £10

130 LLOYD'S published hardback book "Annals of Lloyd's Register". 251pp history, centenary edition 
published in 1934. £10

131 PARK LANE HOTEL published guide book "London's Parkland and the Park Lane Hotel". 
Coloured pictorial card covers showing aerial view of hotel and park, 76pp guide to the hotel and 
its history. Circa 1930s. VGC. £10

132 KNIGHT, FRANK & RUTLEY catalogue for the sale of residential, agricultural and village 
properties of the Fawley Estate near Woodford Halse including Charwelton Hall. Foolscap sized, 
60pp. Sale date 28th October 1932. Covers very worn, annotated and tape repaired. £10

Lots 133 - 178: Share Certificates and Early Paperwork
133 VALE OF NEATH RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, 

printed on pale blue paper, attached red seal, not cancelled, good condition. £10
134 BIRKENHEAD STREET RAILWAY unissued share certificate for one £10 share dated 186x. 

Ornate scrolled title and borders, somewhat grubby. £10
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135 CORNWALL RAILWAY share certificate for one £25 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, 
printed on pale pink paper, embossed seal, not cancelled, good condition. £10

136 CORNWALL RAILWAY share certificate for one £50 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, 
embossed seal, not cancelled, good condition. £10

137 BRIDPORT RAILWAY share certificate for ten shares dated 1861. Ornate scrolled title, printed on 
orange paper, embossed seal, several punch cancellations. £10

138 LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER AND NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE JUNCTION RAILWAY share 
certificate for one £20 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, engraving of coat-of-arms top 
centre, large red embossed seal, not cancelled. £10

139 FOREST OF DEAN CENTRAL RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 "6% Preference Share" 
dated 1864. Ornate scrolled title, printed on pink paper, embossed seal, not cancelled, good 
condition. £10

140 NORTHERN COUNTIES UNION RAILWAY share certificate for one share dated 1846. Ornate 
scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded. £5

141 CARLISLE & SILLOTH BAY RAILWAY AND DOCK COMPANY share certificate dated 1872. 
Ornate title, embossed red seal, not cancelled, folded. £10

142 MANCHESTER CARRIAGE COMPANY LIMITED share certificate for one £10 share dated 
1877. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled. £10

143 NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY share certificate for £5 'A' Cumulative Preference 
Stock dated 1959. Ornate title incorporating engraving of company loco, blue print, embossed 
seal, not cancelled, folded. £10

144 GNR share certificate for one £25 share dated 1846. Ornate title, company crest top centre, 
printed on lilac paper, embossed seal, not cancelled. Plus 12 items of paperwork, including 
parliamentary bill dated 1882, relinquishment notice dated 1883, notice of special meeting dated 
1912, etc. (13) £10

145 L&YR unissued share certificate for consolidated preference 4% stock. Plus six items of 
paperwork, including a share call receipt dated 1875 with Victoria stamp attached and a share 
registration document dated 1848. (7) £10

146 GREAT EASTERN TRAIN FERRIES share certificate for 100 £1 shares dated 1923. Ornate 
scrolled title, blue print, embossed seal, not cancelled. £10

147 GER share certificate for "3½% preference stock, 1893". Red print, ornate title, stamp 
cancellations. Folded. £10

148 GER share certificate for £100 of "Ordinary Stock" dated 1911. Printed on yellow paper, ornate 
scrolled title, punch and stamp cancellations. Folded. £10

149 SR. Twelve stock certificates, various colours and denominations dated 1926 - 1947, all with neat 
stamp cancellations. Plus ten interest statements with cheques attached dated 1936 - 1941 and 
eight documents for exchange of certificates into BR stock dated 1948 - 50. (30) £10

150 BELFAST & COUNTY DOWN RAILWAY share certificate for "Three Per Cent Debenture Stock" 
dated 1948. Ornate scrolled title, blue print, embossed seal, not cancelled, VGC. £10

151 GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY COMPANY OF CANADA share certificate for £44 of "Second 
Preference Stock" dated 1913. Ornate scrolled title, printed on green paper, not cancelled. £5

152 NEW ZEALAND MIDLAND RAILWAY large format mortgage debenture certificate for £12-10-0 
dated 1895. Ornate title and borders, printed on lilac paper with underprint pattern, embossed 
seal, interest coupons attached, not cancelled, folded. £10

153 LITTLE MIAMI RAILROAD share certificate for 100 fifty dollar shares dated 1872. Ornate title, 
engraving of old steam loco and country scene top scene, revenue stamp attached, neat punch 
cancellations through signature. £10

154 BARASET - BASIRHAT LIGHT RAILWAY (India) large format debenture certificate for 1000 
Rupees dated 1921. Ornate borders, embossed seal, five overstamps concerning repayment 
schedules. £10
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155 CUNARD STEAM SHIP COMPANY large format mortgage debenture stock certificate for £100 
dated 1917. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded. £10

156 CHATTERLEY IRON COMPANY share certificate for one £50 share dated 1872. Ornate scrolled 
title and side embellishment, embossed seal, not cancelled, good condition. £10

157 LEICESTER AND SWANNINGTON RAILWAY report of the General Meeting held on 9th August 
1837. 4pp, tear off slip at end missing. Restored and later outer covers added for protection. £10

158 CARLISLE AND HAWICK RAILWAY prospectus. 2pp, undated. Contemporary annotations, 
several later tape repairs at folds. £10

159 ABERDEEN AND TURRIFF RAILWAY director's report and statement of accounts for the year 
ending August 1859. Large size, 3pp on blue paper, folded. £10

160 DISLEY AND BUXTON LOOP LINE 12pp foolscap sized report of correspondence and copy 
memorial re the proposed line. Dated 1873. £10

161 EASINGWOLD RAILWAY COMPANY fully headed letter from the Secretary's Office. Dated 
1924. Laid on card. £5

162 PLYMOUTH, DEVONPORT & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY director's report and 
statement of accounts for the half year ending December 1904. Large size, 4pp, folded. £10

163 GWR fully headed letter from 18 Duke Street, Westminster. Dated 1843 and signed by Brunel. £10
164 GNR "Registered" envelope from King's Cross. Used, six cancelled 1d red stamps attached and 

two "Registered" rubber stamp markings. Dated 1871. £10
165 LANCASTER AND PRESTON JUNCTION RAILWAY envelope. Used, 2d blue stamp attached. 

Plus Lancaster and Carlisle Railway envelope, also used and with 1d red stamp attached. (2) £10
166 Three SER envelopes each with embossed coat of arms on rear flap in red, blue or non-coloured. 

One used 1894. Plus one SECR unused envelope with embossed coat of arms on rear flap. (4) 
£10

167 GREAT NORTHERN Station Hotel Lincoln fully headed letter with cathedral illustration at top. 
Plus similar without illustration and title in red. Both used 1895. Also an itemised invoice from the 
GN Hotel King's Cross dated 1922. (3) £10

168 GCR Royal Victoria Station Hotel Sheffield itemised invoice with company coat of arms at top, 
dated 1905. Plus GCR envelope from the hotel dated 1913 and a LNER fully headed letter from 
the hotel dated 1932. Also a British Transport Hotels leaflet circa 1950s. (4) £10

169 DAVID MACBRAYNE Glasgow and Highland Royal Mail Steamers headed letter paper from the 
RMS Chevalier on the Royal Route. Red and blue print with illustration of ship at top. Unused, 
dated 18xx. Folded. £10

170 CLEATOR & WORKINGTON JUNCTION RAILWAY envelope with embossed coat of arms in red 
on rear flap and pre paid stamp on front. Plus Furness Railway envelope with embossed coat of 
arms on rear flap (used 1905). Plus headed letters from the Furness, C&WJR, CK&PR. (8) £10

171 GREAT EASTERN HOTEL Liverpool Street paperwork items. GER and LNER headed letters and 
a British Transport Hotels leaflet circa 1950s. (5) £10

172 FURNESS RAILWAY. 14 items of paperwork including share call receipt dated 1873, headed 
letter dated 1878, dividend warrants and eight carter's delivery sheets dated 1923. Plus three 
Maryport and Carlisle Railway items including report of meeting 1868 and four CK&PR goods 
delivery notices dated 1920. (21) £10

173 LARGE ALBUM of GER paperwork including signalling notices, headed letters, waybills, special 
order circulars etc. £24

174 ALBUM of L&YR paperwork including memos, notices, headed letters, waybills, etc. £10
175 FOLDER containing a quantity of paperwork items. Various companies represented with many 

from GWR and constituent companies. (Qty) £10
176 FOLDER containing a quantity of paperwork items. Various companies represented, several 

headed letters noted. (Qty) £10
177 FOLDER containing a quantity of paperwork items. Various companies represented with many 

from the north of England and Scotland. (Qty) £10
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178 FOLDER containing a quantity of paperwork items. Various companies represented, several 
headed letters noted and a few disbound acts of parliament. (Qty) £10

Lots 179 - 203: Railway Loco and Equipment Manufacturers Publications
179 W.G. BAGNALL Catalogue of Locomotives. Coloured pictorial card covers, comb binding, 48pp, 

fully illustrated. Circa 1950s. Plus 4 official photographic cards showing B&W views of company 
locomotives. Reverse side shows technical details.  (5) £10

180 BAGNALL LTD coloured brochure for diesel locos. Photo illustrated paperback covers, 8pp circa 
late 1950s. £10

181 ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH publication "Locomotives" containing 20 B&W plates showing 
locos constructed by the company. Thick card covers with title and coat of arms on front. Circa 
1920s. Covers bumped and creased. £10

182 NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY souvenir booklet issued to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the company 1903-1953. 116pp in the more unusual clothbound hardback covers, 
with metal diamond "worksplate" on front cover. Slightly faded spine. £10

183 SENTINEL WAGGON WORKS LTD instruction book "Sentinel-Cammell Steam Rail Coaches 
and Sentinel Patent Locomotives". Clothbound card covers, 59pp circa 1930s. Tape repairs 
inside covers. £10

184 ANDREW BARCLAY SONS & CO coloured brochure for company locomotives. Photo illustrated 
card covers, 14pp circa late 1950s. £10

185 BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS brochure "Steam Locomotive Performance". Paperback, 
12pp fully illustrated guide to steam locos produced by the company. Dated 1940. A little worn. £10

186 HUNSLET ENGINE COMPANY coloured brochure for Hunslet diesel hydraulic locos 15 to 
1500hp. Photo illustrated paperback covers, 8pp circa early 1970s. £10

187 HUNSLET ENGINE COMPANY catalogue of locomotives. Card covers, 20+pp detailing company 
locos and other products. Dated 1968. Spine wear. £10

188 HUNSLET ENGINE COMPANY 14pp glossy brochure showing locomotive types produced by the 
company along with other company products. Photo illustrated card covers, circa late 1960s. £10

189 ENGLISH ELECTRIC COMPANY official publication "Traction". Fully illustrated guide to the loco 
types built using the company's equipment, 24pp, card covers showing colour illustration of WCML 
EMU. Circa mid 1960s. Plus two company brochures for diesel electric shunting locomotives circa 
late 1940s. Both poor/very worn. (3) £10

190 ISCA railway engineers and iron founders (Newport, Monmouthshire) catalogue of permanent 
way materials, switches and crossings. Card covers, 36pp, fully illustrated, circa 1940s. Covers 
slightly worn and detached. £10

191 PECKETT & SONS smaller sized, catalogue type booklet "Abridged Illustrated List of Tank 
Engines". 28pp, paperback, dated 1938. £10

192 PECKETT & SONS LTD booklet of photographic views of the works and the locos built there. 
Blue card covers with embossed view of 4-4-0 tank loco. 78pp published circa 1940s. £10

193 BEYER-GARRATT published book "Articulated Locomotives". Illustrated card covers showing 
coloured view of the locomotive type. 80pp fully illustrated, circa 1930s. Scuff to worn covers. £10

194 HENSCHEL & SOHN & NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY illustrated catalogue of 
details of South African Railways "25" Class 4-8-4 locomotives and six wheeled double bogie 
tender. 52pp list and part illustrations contained in part leather bound hardback covers with title in 
gold. Dated 1954. £10

195 NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY illustrated catalogue of details of South African 
Government Railways "15CA" Class 4-8-2 locomotive with MLS Superheater and bogie tender. 
37pp list and part illustrations contained in part leather bound hardback covers with title in gold. 
Dated 1930. £10
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196 NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY illustrated catalogue of details of South African 
Government Railways "12A" Class 4-8-2 type heavy goods engines with MLS Superheater and 
bogie tender. 35pp list and part illustrations contained in part leather bound hardback covers with 
title in gold. Dated 1929. £10

197 VULCAN FOUNDRY LIMITED illustrated catalogue of details of South African Railways Enlarged 
Karroo type 4-6-2 passenger engines with bogie tender. 38pp list and part illustrations contained 
in part leather bound hardback covers with title in gold. Dated 1912. £10

198 BEYER, PEACOCK & CO LTD illustrated catalogue of details of South African Railways 10th "2" 
Class Engines. 35pp list and part illustrations contained in part leather bound hardback covers 
with title in gold. Dated 1911. £10

199 BEYER, PEACOCK & CO LTD illustrated catalogue of details of South African Railways GE class 
Garratt Engines. 32pp list and part illustrations contained in part leather bound hardback covers 
with title in gold. Dated 1930. £10

200 BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS illustrated catalogue of details of South African Railways and 
Harbours CA class 2-8-2 type locos with superheater and tender. 46pp list and part illustrations 
contained in card covers. Dated 1929. £10

201 LOCOMOTIVE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION HANDBOOK. Soft covers, 464pp plus 
several fold-out diagrams, published by the LMA, first edition dated 1949. Paul Edwards bookplate 
inside front cover. £10

202 WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNALLING CO published booklet "Signalling Waterloo to 
Hampton Court Junction, Southern Railway". Green and gold card covers, photo illustration on 
front missing, 28pp, fold out map missing, dated 1936. £5

203 ALBUM containing approx 76 locomotive manufacturers photo cards showing B&W loco views 
with technical information below or on the rear, mostly for locos for use overseas. Manufacturers 
include American Locomotive Company, NBL, Bagnall, etc. Plus a quantity of postcards published 
by the South African Railways Museum. £10

Lots 204 - 283: Maps, Plans and Diagrams
(dmf = dissected, mounted and folded)

204 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Durham & District dated 1910. Dmf into leather bound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Wear to spine and edges of covers, map OK. £10

205 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Durham & District dated 1922. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. VGC. £30

206 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of South Wales dated 1926. Dmf into card covers with title 
on label on front. £10

207 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the West of England dated 1908. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Wear to spine. £20

208 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District south sheet dated 1903. Linen map 
folding into cloth covers with title in gold on front. £10

209 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Lancashire & District dated 1912. Dmf into leather bound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Slight wear to map, covers poor, spine missing. £10

210 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Scotland dated 1902. Dmf into hardback covers with title 
in gold on front. Modern annotations to station names on map. £10

211 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England & Wales dated 1899. Dmf into leather bound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Map annotated to show distances from Bristol, no 
spine, covers very poor with front detached. £10

212 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS dated 1903. 150+ diagrams 
in hardback covers. Complete with supplement and running powers section. Covers very poor, 
spine missing, front detached, some faults to contents, bindings loose. £30
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213 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS circa 1928. 100+ maps in 
official green spring binder complete with supplement and running powers section. No title page. 
£20

214 LNWR large sized plan of the Seaton and Uppingham Railway. 2 chains to 1" coloured plan 
showing the line from the junction with the Rugby and Stamford Railway to the terminus at 
Uppingham. Cloth backed, folding concertina style into leather bound hardback covers with title in 
gold on front. Dated 1899. Good condition. The staff for this section is lot 179 in the main auction. 
£10

215 GCR (probably) OS map showing the projected route of the line from the Swiss Cottage area to 
Pinner. Based on part of a detailed OS map of the area, clothbound, folding concertina style into 
leather covers. Sir Edward William Watkin's copy. £10

216 LSWR Engineer's Department London District line diagram No.2 division. Large sized coloured 
plan, cloth backed, folding concertina style into hardback covers with title in gold on front. 
Corrected to 1922. Covers poor, contents OK. £10

217 GNR book of "Gradient Sections". Leather bound covers with title and coat of arms in gold on 
front, 9 pages of fold-out diagrams, circa 1900s. Covers very poor and tape repaired, tape repairs 
to index pages, diagrams OK. £10

218 GER Land Agent's office copy plan of the station and surrounding land at Fulbourn. 1 chain to 1" 
on paper, highlighted to show land near line. 30" x 14" dated 1912. Folded. £10

219 GWR East Gloucestershire Railway 2 chains to 1" detailed plan showing landownership of the 
Fairford branch from Bampton (11 miles - 22 miles). Coloured clothbound plan folding concertina 
style into cloth covers with title in gold on front. Amended and annotated to show agreements and 
sales. Ex GWR Surveyors and Estate Office, dated 1893. £10

220 GWR Abingdon Branch 2 chains to 1" detailed plan showing landownership of the branch from 
Radley station to the parish of St.Helens. Coloured clothbound plan folding concertina style into 
cloth covers with title in gold on front. Amended and annotated. Dated 1897. £10

221 GWR Banbury & Cheltenham Railway 2 chains to 1" detailed plan showing landownership of the 
line between Hook Norton and Kingham. Coloured clothbound plan folding concertina style into 
cloth covers with title in gold on front, contained in slipcase. Amended and annotated to show 
agreements and sales. Dated 1915. £10

222 GWR Watlington and Prices Risborough Branch 2 chains to 1" detailed plan showing landownership 
of the branch from Watlington to Horsendon. Coloured clothbound plan folding concertina style 
into cloth covers with title in gold on front. Amended and annotated. Dated 1908. £10

223 GWR Bridport Branch 2 chains to 1" detailed plan showing landownership of the branch from 
West Bay to Maiden Newton. Very long coloured clothbound plan folding concertina style into 
cloth covers with title in gold on front. Amended and annotated, many folds repaired and some 
sections detached. Dated 1898. £10

224 GWR Didcot, Newbury & Southampton Railway Northern Section 2 chains to 1" detailed two part 
plan showing landownership of the first 17¼ miles of the line. Coloured clothbound plans folding 
concertina style into cloth covers with title in gold on front. Amended and annotated. Dated 1898. 
£10

225 CARTAGE BOUNDARY MAP Lockwood area. OS 6" to 1 mile map of area, dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Map dated 1911, marked to show area. Ex L&YR 
Goods Manager's Office. £10

226 CARTAGE BOUNDARY MAP Meltham area. OS 6" to 1 mile map of area, dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Map dated 1908, marked to show area. Covers and 
map worn. £10

227 PARCEL DELIVERY BOUNDARY MAP Huddersfield area. OS 6" to 1 mile map of area, dmf into 
clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Map dated 1908, coloured to show area. 
Wear to cover and map. £10
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228 DELIVERY BOUNDARY MAP Kirkburton area. OS 6" to 1 mile map of area, dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Map dated 1908, coloured to show area. Ex District 
Goods Manager's Office Leeds. Spine wear. £10

229 Two M&GN plans on paper showing M&GN Austin Fields dated 1946. Plus similar plan showing 
M&GN Bawsey to Austin St disused line sheet 1A with another similar stamped LMS 1936. Also 
BR(E) plans of Kings Lynn Station Improvements draft scheme 2 and final scheme dated 1963. 
Plus Borough of Kings Lynn plan of Gaywood Hall Estate showing proposed footpath and bridge 
affecting railway, dated 1937. Folded. (7) £10

230 GWR Birmingham Division book of plans and gradient diagrams of running lines and loops. 
Foolscap sized clothbound softback book containing approx 12 fold out diagrams. Ex 
Wolverhampton Assistant Loco Superintendent, circa 1940s. £10

231 LMS Rates & Taxes Department detailed rating plan for Mansfield station and goods yard. Large 
sized paper plan folding into card covers. Circa 1940s. Some wear. £10

232 LMS apportionment diagram for TC Molesworth's sidings at Luffenham. Plus similar for 
Northamptonshire Lime Co siding at Ketton. Disbound. Plus Midland Railway distance diagram 
sheet 28A covering the Saxby & Bourne Line. 3rd edition dated 1913. (3) £10

233 LNER District Engineer's office copy plan on paper showing Halesworth station. Dated 1946. Plus 
BR(E) office copy plan showing land ownership at the station, dated 1961 and detailed plan of the 
station showing the final scheme of proposed station improvements circa early 1960s. Folded. (3) 
£10

234 LNER Engineer's Office plan on paper of Surfleet station, coloured to show boundaries. Dated 
1933. Also BR(E) office copy plan of the new signalbox at Surfleet, dated 1961. Folded. (2) £10

235 LNER Engineer's Office plan on paper of Brandon station, coloured to show the proposed 
accommodation for US Army. Dated 1943. Plus BR(E) plan of the proposed takeover of Air 
Ministry sidings at Brandon by the Forestry Commission, circa 1958. Folded. (2) £10

236 Five LNER and BR(E) Engineer's Office plans on paper for proposed bridge works. Locations 
include between Guyhivne and Murrow on the A47 (1938, plus another similar), bridge 2348 
between Swaffham and Narborough (1950), between St.Ives and Ely (1933), between St.Ives 
and Godmanchester (1951). (5) £10

237 Six LNER and BR(E) Engineer's Office plans on paper for proposed bridge works. Locations 
include between Bluntisham and Earith Bridge (1936), bridge 1854 between Postland and 
Cowbit (1958), between Sedgeford and Docking (1947), bridge 1716 at Fakenham (1960), bridge 
2448 between Yarmouth Southtown and Gorleston (1959), bridge 944 between Lavenham and 
Cockfield (1957). (6) £10

238 APPROX 27 page line diagram showing lines between Bath Co-operative sidings and Evercreech 
Junction. Stamped "Chief Civil Engineers Office, Paddington 1964". Disbound. £10

239 BR(S) London Central District area No.4 line diagrams showing lines from London Bridge. Large 
sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated, list of routes added to front. £10

240 BR(W) three part diagram of part of the line between the Bristol area and the Swindon area. 100+ 
part coloured pages in three hardback BR folders. Circa 1980s. (3) £30

241 BR(E) diagram of signals and table of locking for Tallington. 60" x 12" on paper showing running 
lines with list of signal levers and locks below. Dated 1971. Folded. Plus illustrated list of lever 
plates. £10

242 Two BR(E) office copy plans on paper showing survey and renewal of seaward abutment of 
bridge No. 1792 at Hunstanton. Dated 1957. Plus two Hunstanton UDC plans for a proposed sea 
defence scheme along the promenade, dated 1950. Folded. (4) £10

243 Seven BR(E) office copy plans on paper showing proposed modifications and alterations at 
Yarmouth Vauxhall station including bridge 1277, land ownership, scheme 2, proposed dual 
carriage way. Dated 1961 - 66. Folded. (7) £10

244 BR(E) Engineer's Department plan on paper showing Bury St.Edmunds station improvements 
(part 1) dated 1964. Large size, folded. Plus another copy of the same plan. (2) £10
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245 BR(E) Engineer's Office general site plan of March station. Plus two BR(E) plans of the proposed 
goods avoiding line and diversion of footpath at Norwood Road bridge at March. Dated 1961. 
Folded. (3) £10

246 BRADSHAW'S "Map & Sections of the Railways of England & Wales". Part coloured map dated 
1845, dmf into clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Covers poor with front 
detached. Tape repairs to map. £10

247 CHEFFINS'S map of the railway from London to Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool dated 
1839. Two part coloured map, dmf into clothbound card covers with title on label on front. Slight 
wear to covers, tape repairs to fold of map. £10

248 CHEFFINS'S MAP of the Railways in England & Scotland. Clothbound coloured map, dmf into 
clothbound card covers with title on paper label on front. 5th edition circa 1845. Wear to covers, 
map OK. £10

249 CHEFFINS'S MAP of the Railways in England & Scotland. Clothbound coloured map, dmf into 
clothbound card covers with title on paper label on front. Possibly 1st edition circa 1840. Wear to 
covers, map OK. £10

250 BETTS'S "New Itinerant and Commercial Map of England & Wales with the Railroads". Part 
coloured map, dmf into clothbound slipcase with title on front. Dated 1840. Slipcase worn, map 
OK. £10

251 MOGG'S "New Map of Steam Navigation". Clothbound coloured map, folding into slipcase with 
title on label on front. Circa 1840s. Wear to map and slipcase. £10

252 MOGG'S "New Map of England & Wales and part of Scotland showing cross roads, railways etc". 
Clothbound coloured map, folding into hardback slip, dated 1839. Slipcase poor, map OK. £10

253 J & C WALKER'S MAP of England and Wales showing the roads, railways, etc published by 
Lett's. Coloured clothbound map, dmf into green clothbound hardback covers. Dated 1860. Wear 
and restoration to covers, fold tears to map. £10

254 BLACK'S "Road and Railway Travelling Map of England". Coloured map, dmf into hardback, 
clothbound covers with title in gold on front. Circa 1880s. Foxing to map. £10

255 CRUCHLEY'S Railway and Station Map of North Wales. Coloured paper map folding into orange 
coloured covers. Circa 1860s. Cover wear, large fold tears to map. £10

256 EARLY OVERSEAS maps. Buenos Aires & Pacific Railway map of Argentina dated 1907, Burma 
Railways (pre war, poor condition), both on paper, North Western Railway (India) circa 1930s 
(cloth backed). (3) £10

257 BR signalbox diagram "Beal" showing the line from Alnmouth towards Tweedmouth. Approx 78" 
x 18", dated 1971. Damp staining and wear. The wooden frame for this item is available to the 
winning bidder upon collection from Woodford Halse by arrangement. £10

258 BR(S) signalbox diagram "Mortlake" showing the line from Richmond towards Barnes. Approx 40" 
x 18", dated 1967. Edge tears and corner loss. £10

259 BR(S) signalbox diagram "Dorchester Junction" showing the line from Weymouth towards Wool. 
Very long, 24" wide, dated 1980. Ex box condition. £10

260 BR(S) signalbox diagram "Hamworthy Junction" showing the line from Holton Heath towards 
Poole and Broadstone. Approx 40" x 18", dated 1952. Folded. Plus list of mechanical and 
electrical locking from the same box. Approx 36" x 24" dated 1949. Very poor and badly stained 
condition. (2) £10

261 BR(S) signalbox diagram "Wool" showing the line from Dorchester Junction. Approx 26" x 15", 
dated 1982. Large areas of damp staining. £10

262 BR(S) signalbox diagram "Wareham" showing the line from Worgret Junction towards Hamworthy 
Junction. Approx 40" x 18", dated 1972. Large areas of damp staining. £10

263 BR(S) signalbox diagram "Holton Heath" showing the line from Hamworthy Junction towards 
Wareham. Approx 40" x 18", undated. Ex box condition. £10

264 BR(S) signalbox diagram "Point Pleasant Junction" showing the line from Barnes towards 
Clapham Junction. Approx 48" x 22", undated. Stained, severe edge loss at r/h side. £10
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265 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram "Weymouth" showing the line from Dorchester Junction into 
the station. Very long, 24" wide, undated, rolled. £10

266 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram "Charing Cross" showing the line out of the station towards 
Metropolitan Junction. Approx 60" x 24", undated, folded. £10

267 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram "Factory Junction" showing the line from Herne Hill towards 
Victoria. Approx 48" x 24". Dated 1962. Folded. £10

268 BR(S) office copy of the signalbox diagram from "Merstham" box showing the lines from 
Holmethorpe towards Star Bridge. 48" x 25", undated. £10

269 BR(W) signalbox diagram "Ashbury Crossing" showing the line from Marston Crossing West 
towards Knighton Crossing. Approx 48" x 22", dated 1961. Ex box condition. £10

270 BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Crediton, Black Lion, Saunderton, 
Newbury West, Paignton North. Dated 1960s - 80s. Folded. (5) £10

271 BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Cookham, Bodmin Road Station, 
Honiton, Aberthaw Cement Works Ground Frame, High Wycombe North. Dated 1960s - 80s. 
Folded. (5) £10

272 BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Cowbridge Road Crossing Ground 
Frame, Torre Station, Roath Branch Ground Frame, Pontrilas, Gerrards Cross. Dated 1960s - 
80s. Folded. (5) £10

273 BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Ammanford Station, Ashton 
Junction, Pinhoe, Torquay Station, Paignton South. Dated 1960s - 80s. Folded. (5) £10

274 BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Bargoed Pits, Dawlish Station, 
Goodbarrow Junction, Princes Risborough, Denham Station. Dated 1960s - 80s. Folded. (5) £10

275 BR office copy signalbox diagrams from Acton Wells Junction, Highbury, Hampstead Heath, 
Barnsbury, Engine Shed Junction Kentish Town. Dated 1960s - 80s. Folded. (5) £10

276 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Struan station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 72" x 
26" dated 1900. Dusty/grubby. £10

277 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Tomatin station. 40ft to 1" coloured plan on paper, very 
long, 26" wide, dated 1897. Dusty/grubby, generally poor with many tears and areas of loss. £10

278 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Dalwhinnie station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 
very long, 30" wide, dated 1912 corrected to 1938. Dusty/grubby. £10

279 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Kingussie station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 72" 
x 26" dated 1913. Dusty/grubby. £10

280 LNER office copy plan of Loughborough station and surrounding area. 2 chains to 1" plan on 
paper, 26" x 14", rolled. £10

281 SR plan on linen of the proposed arrangement of conductor rails, jumper cables and hook 
switches at Horsted Keynes. Approx 75" x 20", undated. £10

282 BR (probably) office copy of the GCR plan of Loughborough station and surrounding area 
produced for works on the company extension to London. 40ft to 1" plan on paper, amended to 
show tenancies of surrounding land and property. Very long, 22" wide, rolled. £10

283 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE Eastern Region diagrammatic map of the King's Cross District up to 
Peterborough coloured to show end of maintenance sections. Approx 30" x 12", circa early 1950s. 
Rolled, fold creases. £10

Lots 284 - 408: Timetables, Timetable Sheets/Cards and Working Booklets
(PTT = Passenger Timetable, WTT = Working Timetable)

284 RAVENGLASS & ESKDALE RAILWAY small sized timetable poster (or large handbill). 10" x 8", 
dated June 1949. £10

285 LSWR PTT dated July 1921. Foolscap sized, grey coloured covers, 104pp plus fold out map. 
Spine wear and loss. £10

286 MIDLAND RAILWAY PTT dated October 1915. Foolscap sized, maroon covers, 136pp plus fold 
out map. Minor edge rubbing, generally good condition. £10
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287 MIDLAND RAILWAY PTT dated May 1922. Foolscap sized, maroon covers, 129pp plus map. 
Minor edge wear to covers. £10

288 MIDLAND RAILWAY fold out timetable leaflet "Through Service from and to Lancashire". Maroon 
print with artwork covers showing company coat of arms. Dated October 1912. £10

289 NER PTT. Foolscap sized with brown and green illustrated paperback covers showing system 
map and coat of arms. 160pp plus maps, dated April 1910. Creasing and corner loss to worn and 
taped covers. £10

290 LC&DR PTT dated June 1899. Foolscap sized, paperback covers, 96pp, disbound, staples 
removed causing separation of sections. £10

291 SECR PTT dated October 1922. Foolscap sized, 128pp plus fold out map. Pictorial paperback 
covers show views of ship and train. Some spine wear causing loose covers. £10

292 HULL & BARNSLEY RAILWAY AND DOCK COMPANY timetable covers. Green clothbound 
hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front. Faults to spine. £10

293 GER British Royal Mail Route pocket sized continental timetable and guide to Harwich Route 
services. Photo illustrated covers showing RM turbine steamer "Munich" at sea, 50pp plus fold 
out deck plan, dated July 1910. Covers a little worn. £10

294 GNR "Appendix to the book of rules and regulations and to the WTT". Foolscap sized, paperback 
covers, 311pp dated June 1912. Wear and faults to covers. £10

295 NER bound volume of "Programme of Special Notices etc affecting the working of the line". Part 
leather bound hardback covers containing quarterly issues between No.1 1911 and No.3 1913. 
200+pp on pink coloured paper. Wear to covers, contents OK. £10

296 NER Northern Division booklet "Programme of Excursion and Special Trains, Train Alterations, 
Working Arrangements, Vacant Appointments, etc" dated 7th November 1903. 42pp, rusty 
staples. £10

297 NER "Programme of Signalling Alterations, Permanent Way Notices and other arrangements" 
No.538. 25pp on salmon coloured paper, dated 25th November 1905. Acknowledgement slip at 
end removed. £10

298 LSWR special notice No.1490 dated 1st August 1910 "Supplementary Notice in connection with 
the Rail Motor Cars between Plymouth (Friary) and St.Budeaux calling at Lipson Vale Halt (situate 
between Friary and Mutley Stations)". Green print, 3pp showing timetable of services. Paper 
brittle at edges. £10

299 LSWR Metropolitan District WTT of passenger & goods trains. 190pp dated June 1908. Front 
cover poor and with some loss, contents OK. £10

300 GER notice of amendments to the WTT of March 1903. 8pp dated April 1903. £10
301 SECR Appendix to the Working Timetable Book and Book of Rules and Regulations. Brown cloth 

covers (worn), 284pp dated May 1922. £10
302 BOUND VOLUME of GWR PTTs for January - December 1865. 300+pp in hardback, clothbound 

covers. Spine missing causing covers to be detached. Pages missing from the front of the January 
issue and from the rear of the December issue. £50

303 GWR PTT dated September 1930. Cream and brown covers, 254pp plus fold out map. Slight 
foxing to edge of covers. £10

304 GWR PTT dated July 1939. Cream and brown covers, 282pp plus fold out map. Slight foxing. £10
305 GWR PTT dated October 1945. Cream and brown covers, 108pp. Slight foxing to covers. £10
306 GWR PTT dated October 1946. Cream and brown covers, 112pp plus fold out map. Slight foxing 

to covers. £10
307 WEST LONDON AND WEST LONDON EXTENSION RAILWAYS WTT. 27pp dated October 

1943. £10
308 GWR Appendix to No.2 section of the WTT covering the area around Paddington. 20pp dated 

March 1913. Wear and darkening to front cover. £10
309 GWR Appendix to No.2 and 17 sections of the service timetable covering the area around 

Paddington. 55pp dated January 1939. Scuffs and wear to covers. £10
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310 GWR Appendix to No.3 section of the service timetable covering Reading, Chippenham, Westbury, 
Taunton and Weymouth. 85pp dated January 1912. Covers heavily foxed. £10

311 GWR Appendix to No.16 section of the service timetable covering Whitchurch, Brecon, Pwllheli 
and Aberystwyth. 112pp, dated March 1943. Foxing to covers. £10

312 GWR notice No.20 re special trains and arrangements for the Oxfordshire Agricultural Show at 
Wallingford May 13th - 16th 1928. 13pp, folded and a little worn. £10

313 GWR notice No.44 dated 15th September 1944 "London Division - Notice of Passenger Train 
Arrangements". 38pp. £10

314 GWR Bristol Division booklet "Programme of Working of Passenger Guards". 16pp dated October 
1899. Disbound, spine taped. £10

315 GWR notice No.32 "Working of Travelling Ticket Collectors and instructions relating to the 
Equipment of Lavatories". 26pp dated October 1919. Covers heavily stained and foxed. £10

316 GWR notice No.3086 "Notice to Enginemen, Guards and all concerned - Revised List of 
Permanent Restrictions of Speed of Trains". 11pp dated February 1913. Foxing to covers. £10

317 GWR "Programme of Working of Coaches in Through Trains also Formations of Through Parcels 
Trains and Working of Stores Vans". 60pp dated October 1941. £10

318 GWR Swansea Division "Notice of Extra Trains and Special Arrangements" notice No.4731 dated 
August 10th 1929. 18pp, covers darkened with age. £10

319 LMS Midland Division PTT "Temporary Passenger Train Timetable". 96pp booklet, maroon print 
on white paperback covers (front detached), dated 24th May (probably 1926). Foxing and wear. 
£10

320 LMS PTT "Supplementary to official timetable dated September 1931". Maroon covers, 300+pp 
dated May 1932. Annotated on cover £10

321 LMS PTT for emergency services except suburban. Maroon covers, 300+pp dated September 
1939. Slight cover wear. £10

322 LMS PTT of London suburban services to and from Euston, Broad St and St.Pancras. Red 
covers, 179pp dated July 1939. Slight foxing to covers. £10

323 LMS Midland Division sections 1 - 6 WTT of passenger trains. 296pp dated September 1937. 
Bound into modern hardback covers with title in gold on spine. Faults and tape repairs to original 
covers. £10

324 LMS Western Division sections 1-5 WTT of passenger trains. 422pp dated May 1937. £10
325 LMS Western Division sections 1 - 5 WTT of passenger trains. 300pp dated May 1945. Bound 

into modern hardback covers with title in gold on spine. Small section of text removed from bottom 
corner of pages 165 - 171. £10

326 LMS Western Division sections 1 - 5 WTT of passenger trains. 354pp dated June 1947. Bound 
into modern hardback covers with title in gold on spine. £10

327 LMS Central Division sections 1 - 6 WTT of passenger trains. 275pp dated June 1947. £10
328 LMS Western Division Birmingham Control Centre "Local Trip and Shunting Engine Workings". 

40pp dated December 1930. Covers darkened with age. £10
329 LMS Midland Division booklet "Hours of Duty at Signal Boxes - South of Hendon". 6pp dated 

October 1942. £10
330 LNER PTT dated July 1932. Foolscap sized, orange and black covers with small corner 

illustrations, 424pp plus maps. £10
331 LNER PTT dated April 1934. Foolscap sized, orange and black covers with small corner 

illustrations, 426pp plus maps. Some wear and foxing. £10
332 LNER PTT dated July 1938. Foolscap sized, orange and black covers, 498pp plus maps. Covers, 

especially spine, worn. £10
333 LNER North Eastern Area PTT. Orange covers, 210pp plus fold out map, dated September 1930. 

Contained in official orange coloured clothbound hardback timetable covers (marked). £10
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334 LNER North Eastern Area PTT dated September 1937. Orange and black covers, 172pp plus fold 
out map (detached). Some wear. Plus similar September 1932 issue (poor condition) Continental 
Services PTT dated October 1935 (worn). (3) £10

335 LNER PTT for Yorkshire, Durham and Northumberland services. Smaller sized, blue and white 
covers, 80+pp plus fold out map. Dated October 1947. £10

336 LNER Southern Area - Eastern District 6pp fold out type emergency PTT for the period of the 
strike. Issued 9th May 1926. £10

337 LNER Eastern Section sections A - D WTT. 300+pp dated July 1938. Bound into modern hardback 
covers with title in gold on spine. £10

338 LNER Great Northern Section, Southern & Northern Divisions WTT. 254pp dated July 1925. 
Covers poor and with loss, contents OK. £10

339 LNER Great Northern Section WTT Kings Cross District and Doncaster District (Main Line). 
150pp dated July 1938. Rusty staples. £10

340 LNER Great Northern Section WTT of freight service London (Suburban District) and Hatfield and 
Hitchin branches. 23pp dated October 1943. Disbound, spine taped. £10

341 LNER Great Northern Section Leeds District WTT. 100pp dated July 1933. Disbound. £10
342 LNER Great Northern Section Leeds District WTT. 102pp dated July 1939. Disbound. £10
343 LNER Northern Scottish Area "Weekly Circular No.440". 24pp dated 19th June 1931. £10
344 LNER Northern Scottish Area supplement to the WTT to operate from June 1931. 21pp mostly 

listing special trains. Some wear. £10
345 LNER North Eastern Area "No.10 Supplement to vols. 1 & 2 of the Appendix to the General Rules 

and to the WTT". Paperback, 246pp dated February 1928. Tear and loss to bottom edge of front 
cover. Rusty staples. £10

346 LNER. Two General Appendix books, both foolscap sized with cloth covers: Southern Area 
(468pp) and Scottish Area (334pp). Both dated November 1947. Very worn/poor. Plus LNER 
Passenger Station Work and Accounts book (poor), BR(NE) No.1 Supplement to General and NE 
area Sectional Appendices (1955) (worn), BR(M) PTT alterations booklet (January 1965). (5) £10

347 SR PTT dated July 1931. Green and orange covers, 450pp plus map in rear pocket. Large tear 
and loss to rear cover. £5

348 SR PTT dated September 1931. Green and orange covers, 450pp plus map in rear pocket. Tear 
to top edge of front cover. £5

349 SR PTT dated July 1933. Green and orange covers, 450pp, no map, slight spine wear. £5
350 SR PTT. Emergency issue dated October 1939. Green print on brown covers, 554pp. £5
351 SR PTT dated June 1947. Two tone green coloured covers, 505pp, small edge tears to cover. £5
352 SR PTT dated October 1947. Green covers, 503pp. Plus BR(S) PTT dated June 1954 and a few 

items of ephemera including LNER map and SR wagon label. (Qty) £5
353 SR Brighton Electric 24pp timetable for extension of electric services to Brighton, Hove and 

Worthing. Blue, green and yellow covers showing EMUS on viaduct. Dated January 1933. £10
354 SR 6pp handbill detailing services and fares to the Channel Islands. Green print with route map 

on front, dated October 1924. Plus similar in blue print dated January 1925 and in brown print 
dated October 1927. (3) £10

355 SR information and timetable booklet "Services to the Channel Islands and the Continent by 
Turbine and Twin Screw Steamers via Southampton". 80pp dated January 1924. £10

356 SR Eastern Section London (East) Division "Freight Train Working Time Book". 130pp dated 
January 1935. £10

357 SR Western Division WTT of passenger & freight trains. 100pp dated July 1934. £10
358 Ten BR(S) pocket sized timetable leaflets and handbills for car ferry services and services 

between London and the IOW. Dated 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1959, 1961, September 1961, 62, 
63 & 64. (10) £10
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359 Ten BR(S) pocket sized timetable leaflets and handbills for services from Waterloo to Exmouth 
(September 1948, June 1957, June 1960, September 1963, June 1964), Torrington (September 
1955, June 1956, June 1960), Padstow (June 1958, June 1960). (10) £10

360 BR(W & S) Somerset & Dorset Line WTT of freight trains. 12pp dated June 1958. Very grubby 
and poor condition. Plus a few non related BR Edmondson type tickets including platforms. £10

361 BR(W) booklet "Marshalling Instructions for through and important local freight trains - section B, 
trains starting from Plymouth, Exeter, etc". 73pp dated July 1956. Covers loose. £10

362 BR(W) No.13 section of the service timetable Aynho Junction, Birmingham, Wolverhampton and 
North Warwickshire Line. 277pp dated September 1954. Slight foxing to covers. £10

363 BR(W) No.15 section of the service timetable Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton. 183pp 
dated June 1954. Rear page detached. £10

364 BR(W) Appendix to No.4 section of the service timetable covering Bristol to and from Didcot, 
Standish Junction, Lydney, Severn Tunnel Junction and Highbridge. 177pp dated December 
1948. £10

365 BR(W) booklet "Passenger Train Working Paddington Station and Old Oak Common". 72pp 
covering Mondays - Fridays from May 1986. Plus similar for Saturdays only and for Sundays only. 
(3) £10

366 BR(W) section A WTT of passenger trains London District. 250pp dated June 1960. Plus BR(NE) 
WTTs for passenger trains section A June 1960, section E June 1955, section H June 1955. (4) 
£10

367 BR(W) Bristol District notice No.1000 "Working of Coaches, Diesel Cars and Trailers". 78pp dated 
June 1957. £10

368 BR(W) notice No.B62 "West of England Division - Notice of Passenger Train Arrangements". 
41pp dated 9th August 1968. £10

369 BR(W) "Special Traffic Notice" No.149 covering 13th - 19th April 1956. 40pp. £10
370 BR(W) "Special Traffic Notice" No.205 covering 10th - 16th May 1957. 71pp. £10
371 BR(W) notice No.7 "Numbering of Passenger Trains during Summer Train Service 1958". 16pp, 

heavily foxed. £10
372 Six BR(W) Sectional appendices booklets covering Exeter, Plymouth, Cardiff, Newport, Gloucester 

and Swansea Districts. All dated 1960 except last example which is dated 1958. (6) £10
373 BR(NE) sections A-L WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp dated June 1963. £10
374 BR(NE) foolscap sized booklet "List of Signal Boxes, Additional Running Lines, Loops and Refuge 

Sidings - Shaftholme Junction to Berwick (Marshall Meadows)". 3pp dated September 1953. £10
375 BR(NE) Wakefield District foolscap sized "Freight Locomotive and Enginemen's Working". 50+ 

typescript pages section 2 dated June 1959. Annotated and amended. £10
376 BR(NE) Wakefield District foolscap sized "Freight Locomotive and Enginemen's Working". 44pp 

part 2 dated June 1959. Annotated and amended, outer covers replaced. £10
377 BR(NE) Newcastle District foolscap sized "Freight Locomotive and Trainmen's Working". 90pp 

sections 1 - 3 dated June 1959. Annotated and amended. £10
378 BR(NE) Newcastle District foolscap sized "Freight Locomotive and Trainmen's Working". 80pp 

section 1 dated September 1962. Heavily annotated and amended. £10
379 BR(NE) York District foolscap sized "Freight Locomotive and Trainmen's Working". 124pp 

sections 1 - 3 dated June 1959. Annotated and amended. £10
380 APPROX 50 typescript sheets showing BR(E) "Diesel Engine Diagrams" for Immingham depot 

covering types 1, 2, 4 and shunters. Dated October 1968. £10
381 APPROX 6 typescript sheets plus 4 amendment sheets showing BR(E) locomotive programme 

for Holbeck depot class 31 locos. Dated May 1978. £10
382 BR(E) Western Division booklet "Hours of Opening of Signal Boxes". Foolscap sized, 85pp dated 

June 1953. £10
383 BR(E) "Trip Notice Sheffield Division Barrow Hill and Seymour Junction". 30+ typescript pages, 

dated June 1980. Covers worn. £10
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384 BR(E) WTT "Light Engine Working in the Suburban District". 28pp dated June 1950. £10
385 BR(ScR) sections A-F WTT of passenger trains. 300+pp dated September 1954. £10
386 BR(ScR) "Trip Notice No.2 Ayr (Falkland Jn), Grangemouth and Mossend Areas". 35pp dated 

June 1981. £10
387 BR(ScR) G&SW Division foolscap sized, 5 typescript page document showing passenger engine 

workings - St.Rollox depot. Dated June 1963. £10
388 BR(S) Southern District "Carriage Working Notice Steam Trains". 98pp dated June 1958. £10
389 BR(S) "Waterloo Platform & Carriage Working Notice (Steam Trains)". 28pp dated September 

1958. £10
390 BR(S) "Supplementary Notice to the Carriage Working Notice - Diesel Electric Trains - August 

Holiday Arrangements". 24pp dated 5th & 6th August 1963. £10
391 BR(S) South Western Division "Carriage Working Notice Electric Trains (including TC stock)". 

Blue covers, 170pp dated May 1973. £10
392 BR(S) South Western Division "Carriage Working Notice Loco Hauled Trains (excluding TC 

stock)". 134pp dated May 1971. £10
393 BR(M) Central Lines sections A - F WTT of passenger trains. 300+pp, dated September 1961. £10
394 BR(M) Central Division sections E - J WTT of freight trains. 150+pp dated September 1953. £10
395 APPROX 30 typescript sheets (one missing) plus 6 amendment sheets showing BR(M) mandatory 

main line locomotive programme for class 86/0 electric locomotives. Dated May 1977. £10
396 Four BR(M) "Trip Notices" from the Nottingham Division covering Toton, Leicester, Nottingham 

and Derby areas. Each 5 - 8pp dated May 1982. (4) £10
397 BR(M) "Trip Notice Liverpool Divisional Manager's Area". 11pp dated June 1981. £10
398 BR(M) Midland Division "Fruit and Vegetable Notice - season 1948". 20pp, covers detached at 

split spine. £10
399 GSR PTT. Brown and cream covers, foolscap sized, 46pp dated September 1930. Slight foxing to 

cover. £10
400 GSR PTT. Brown and cream covers, foolscap sized, 46pp plus map and amendments sheet. 

Dated September 1935. £10
401 GNR(I) PTT of rail services. Green, orange and black covers, 42pp plus fold out map, dated June 

1930. £10
402 GNR(I) PTT of rail and bus services. Green, red and black covers, 84pp plus fold out map, dated 

September 1934. £10
403 GNR(I) WTT dated May 1949. 48pp. £10
404 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE - NCC PTT booklet. Pocket size, red covers, 44pp dated February 1948. 

£5
405 COUNTY DONEGAL RAILWAYS JOINT COMMITTEE Appendix to the WTT. Red covers, 28pp 

dated June 1950. £5
406 BELGIAN STATE RAILWAYS AND MAIL PACKET SERVICE guide and timetable for Dover - 

Ostend services. Special edition produced for the St.Louis World's Fair 1904. Coloured pictorial 
covers show ship at sea and views of Dover and Ostend. 120pp plus fold out map. £10

407 BELGIAN RAILWAYS PTT booklet. Blue paperback covers, 152pp plus maps, dated May 1948. 
£10

408 RHODESIA RAILWAYS WTT No.55. Large size, thick card covers, 147pp, dated November 
1961. Fading to edges of covers. £10

Lots 409 - 421: Handbills and Leaflets
409 SECR timetable handbill for services from Victoria along the north Kent coast and Pullman cars 

between London, Margate and Ramsgate. Red and black print, dated June 1922. Very creased 
and worn. £5
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410 LNER double sized handbill for an excursion to Leyburn from the Hull area for the eclipse of the 
sun, June 29th 1927. Red and black print with eclipse illustration. Vertical fold. £10

411 LNER double sized handbill advertising cheap fares to Darlington, Eaglescliffe, Stockton & Yarm 
for the Railway Centenary procession and tableaux, July 2nd 1925. Blue and red print, folded. £5

412 GWR large sized handbill (or small sized poster) "A Day at the Seaside" day trip to Weymouth 
from Chipping Sodbury, Coalpit Heath, etc. Dated June 1907. Edge tears and brittle at edges. £5

413 GER handbill for Norfolk Coast holiday day excursions from the Cambridge area to Yarmouth. 
Printed on slightly faded green coloured paper, dated July 1921. Plus GER handbill for excursion 
from the King's Lynn and Wisbech area to London for shows at the Royal Agricultural Hall and 
Olympia. Printed on pink coloured paper, dated September 1921. (2) £14

414 MIDLAND RAILWAY handbills for excursions to Matlock, Bromford Bridge (Birmingham races), 
Derby Races (torn). All 1904. Fragile. Plus GWR handbill for IOW excursion from Paddington 
dated 1899 (faults, fragile). (4) £10

415 Two LNER double sized handbills. Half day excursions from Saltburn, Redcar, etc to Barnard 
Castle and Middleton in Teeside May 1935 and half day excursion from Goole, Thorne, etc to 
York and Whitley Bay August 1935. Plus Two BR(NE) double sized handbills. Day excursions 
from Leeds to Newcastle for the races June 1950 and half day excursion from Leeds to Newcastle 
June 1949. (4) £5

416 Two LNER double sized handbills. Buffet car scenic outing in the Edinburgh and Peebles 
area June 1936 (blue print with map and buffet car interior illustrations) and buffet car half day 
excursion from Newcastle and Durham area to Preston and Blackpool August 1938 (buffet car 
interior illustration). (2) £5

417 Three GWR handbills. River Dart tour (1923), cheap tickets to Totnes and similar to Paignton, 
Torquay & Torre (both 1947). Plus two LMS handbills for Cook's excursions to the West Country 
from the West Midlands area August holidays 1926 and Easter 1927. (5) £5

418 SPORTING EVENTS. Approx 10 BR handbills for excursions to football matches, mostly in the 
Midlands and north of England. Dated late 1940s - early 1960s. String tears to some. (10) £10

419 HORSE RACING. Approx 10 mostly BR handbills for excursions to horse race meetings. Various 
locations, dated late 1930s - 1950s. String tears to some. (10) £10

420 APPROX 45 BR(W) handbills including a few multi page examples. Many from the Cheltenham 
and Gloucester area. Dated late 1950s - early 1960s. (45) £10

421 APPROX 50 mostly BR(M) handbills for excursions etc. Single and multi page examples dated 
1950s and 60s. String tears to a few. (50) £10

Lots 422 - 438: Menus
422 MANCHESTER, SHEFFIELD & LINCOLNSHIRE RAILWAY luncheon menu for the ceremony of 

turning the first sod of the "Extension to London Line". Coloured decorative covers, 4pp thin card 
opening to show menu and toasts. Dated 13th November 1894. Creased and worn. £10

423 PULLMAN CAR COMPANY 1pp supper menu card from the Eastern Belle Pullman train. Coat of 
arms at top, dated No.1 1939. VGC. £10

424 LNWR menu card for "Mr.Lazenby's Pantomime Excursions 1914". 2pp, front showing luncheon 
menu and photo illustration of the Giant's Causeway, rear shows system map. Folded/creased. 
£10

425 LMS Coronation Scot menu. Silver and blue covers showing royal crown, 6pp opening to 
show lunch menu, wine list and advert for car transporting services with system map and loco 
information. Dated 2nd June 1939. £50

426 GWR 4pp thin card luncheon menu, wine list and system map from a Farnworth Parish Council 
meal dated July 15th 1939. Brown print on cream, front showing small illustration of GW Royal 
Hotel, Paddington. Horizontal fold. £10
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427 LNER menu and wine list. 4pp with coloured pictorial front showing view of Fountains Abbey by 
Henry Rushbury. Opens to show wine list and luncheon menu for May 28th 1935 with system map 
on rear. Small edge tear. £10

428 LNER luncheon menu and wine list from the LNER naval review cruise on board SS Amsterdam 
on 20th May 1937. 4pp card with red and blue cover illustration showing review. VGC. £10

429 LNER menu and wine list. 4pp with coloured pictorial front showing view of Edinburgh Castle 
by Henry Rushbury. Opens to show theatre and table d'hote dinner menus at the Royal Victoria 
Hotel, Sheffield on 25th June 1937. Advert for North British Station Hotel, Edinburgh on rear. Stain 
on inside pages. £10

430 LNER menu and wine list. 4pp with coloured pictorial front showing view of St.Monance by 
W.Russell Flint. Opens to show wine list and luncheon menu for the 11.55am Norwich - Liverpool 
St train on 27th October 1937. System map on rear. Slight foxing to edges. £10

431 LNER menu. 4pp with coloured pictorial front showing view of Dunstanborough Castle by 
W.Russell Flint. Opens to show list of company hotels and breakfast menu for the Inverness - 
Blair Atholl section of the Northern Belle cruise train on Monday 6th June 1938. System map on 
rear. Small edge tears and foxing. £10

432 LNER menu from the Silver Jubilee train. Blue and silver print with illustration of Silver Link loco 
on front, opens to show dinner menu for 2nd December 1937. Wine list on rear. Slight wear. £10

433 BR named train menu and wine list from The Inter City Express. 4pp laminated thin card with 
coloured cover design, opening to show wine list and meal tariff. Print date January 1959. £10

434 BR named train menu and wine list from The Capitals United Express. 4pp laminated thin card 
with coloured cover design, opening to show wine list with dinner menu in pocket inside front 
cover. Print date May 1959. £10

435 BR named train menu and wine list from The Pembroke Coast Express. 4pp laminated thin card 
with coloured cover design, opening to show wine list with dinner menu in pocket inside front 
cover. Print date May 1959. £10

436 BRITISH TRANSPORT HOTELS Gleneagles plastic wine list cover. Title and Gleneagles logo in 
gold on front. Slight wear. £10

437 GSR Great Southern Hotels 1pp thin card menu. Title and railway company coat of arms in blue 
at top with typed luncheon menu below. £10

438 WHITE STAR LINE luncheon menu from SS Doric. 1pp thin card with house flag at top. Dated 
August 4th 1931. £10

Lots 439 - 495: Official Publications, Guides Etc.
439 ISLE OF WIGHT RAILWAY COMPANY guide book. Illustrated covers showing coat of arms and 

major sights on the island. 30+pp guide with fold out map plus tourist & excursion programme and 
timetable sections. Dated July 1888. £10

440 LBSCR publication "To The Sunny South Coast". Coloured pictorial covers showing girl in rowing 
boat, 32pp illustrated guide, dated 1905. Wear and foxing to covers. £10

441 LBSCR ink blotter type advertising card showing system map and adverts. VGC. £10
442 SECR guide and timetable "Great Britain's Highway to and From The Continent - Services to and 

from Paris, Brussels, etc". Pocket sized booklet, 64pp with red and black decorative covers, dated 
May 1906. Small label on front cover explaining that Charing Cross station will no longer be used 
for continental services. £10

443 L&YR publication "ABC Guide to the Towns and Pleasure Resorts upon the Lancashire & Yorkshire 
Railway". Green, clothbound hardback covers, 260pp guide with fold out maps. Intended to be 
located in company carriages and strung in l/h corner to facilitate this. Circa 1890s. A little worn. 
£10

444 GNR, NER AND NBR colour brochure "East Coast Route - Shortest and Most Popular Route". 
Colour pictorial paperback covers showing speeding train, 16pp plus fold out map, circa 1900s. 
Good condition. £10
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445 NER official publication "Holidays in North Eastern England - York and the North East, Yorkshire 
Dales & Moors". Brown and salmon coloured artwork paperback covers, 32pp centre folding 
booklet with fold out map. Circa 1910s. Rusty staples, slight wear. £14

446 NER "Tourist Programme" dated May 1904. Paperback, foolscap sized, covers showing system 
map and views of local sights. 100pp, faults to very worn covers. £10

447 LNWR 12pp fold out type brochure "The Old Favorite Scenic Line - the direct line from London 
to the North of England etc". Illustrated covers showing Euston arch, opens to show system map 
with information on reverse. Dated 1895. £10

448 LNWR guide book "Information for Visitors to Great Britain". Coloured artwork paperback covers, 
60pp plus fold out map. Illustrated guide to major sights in the country, circa 1910s. Minor cover 
creasing. £10

449 LNWR official publication "Where to Spend the Holidays - favourite resorts in north & central 
Wales, the English Lake District, Scotland & Ireland". Grey and orange pictorial covers, 102pp 
plus fold out map, dated 1906. Fare and travel information pages at the end missing. £20

450 LNWR publication "Seaside Farmhouse & Country Lodgings, Boarding Houses & Hotels". 54pp 
guide in coloured pictorial paperback covers. Published by Walter Hill & Co in 1901. Spine wear 
and some staining. £18

451 GER publicity booklet "Cathedral Route from London (Liverpool Street Station) to the East Coast, 
Liverpool and the North of England and Scotland". 28pp plus fold-out map. Details train services 
and continental connections. Coloured pictorial covers show Lincoln and Norwich Cathedrals and 
company ships. Produced for the American market and dated February 1922. VGC. £10

452 GER 36pp handbill type booklet "Excursions from London (Liverpool Street) and suburban 
stations". Printed on pink coloured paper, dated May 1922. Slightly rusty staples. £10

453 GWR & LMS 6pp fold out leaflet "Welsh Industry by Rail - Industrial Wales Exhibition August 
1947". red and green print with Welsh dragon on front. £14

454 GWR 12pp centre folding brochure "Devon". Brown and black pictorial covers by Baker showing 
harbour scene. Dated 1937 season. VGC. £10

455 GWR Programme of the Visit of the Japanese Commercial Mission to the GWR Locomotive, 
Carriage and Wagon Works, Swindon on January 2nd 1922. Card covers showing title in gold 
and coat of arms of the company. 6pp guide, programme and timetable plus plates and fold out 
system map and plan of works. £10

456 GWR. Souvenir booklet of the GWR Centenary 1835-1935 and the company's association with 
Bristol. Yapp-edged card covers with company coat of arms and illustration of the GWR station at 
Bristol. 24pp illustrated history. £10

457 GWR 6pp "List of Guests" for banquet to commemorate the company centenary held at Grosvenor 
House, London, October 1935. £10

458 LMS official publication "Ports Owned and Served by the LMS 1932". Illustrated card covers 
showing ship in port, 128pp plus 55pp of advertisements and several pull out diagrams. Faults 
and wear to spine. £10

459 LMS booklet "Cheap Fares from London". Red and black illustrated covers showing penny and 
rail track, 68pp dated 1935. £10

460 LMS booklet "Cheap Fares from Leamington". Red and black illustrated covers showing penny 
and rail track, 58pp dated 1935. £10

461 LMS booklet "Cheap Fares 1930 - Halifax". Red and black illustrated covers showing train and 
passengers. 48pp, slightly rusty staples. £10

462 LMS. Two centre folding, glossy type, colour leaflets. Central Wales, The Peak District. Plus LMS 
& LNER joint fold out brochure "Through the Trossachs" (cover illustration by M) and BR glossy 
leaflet "The Conway Valley" (1957). (4) £10

463 LMS 48pp handbill type booklet "August Bank Holiday LMS Excursions". Orange, grey and blue 
covers, dated 1925. £10
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464 LMS official publication "Old London Coaching Inns". Hardback with dust jacket, 43pp, plus 
plates, published 1930s. £10

465 LNER published guide "Golf Courses Served by Stations on the LNER". Illustrated paperback 
covers showing golfer. 21pp listing courses and nearest station. Covers dusty, rusty staples and 
rust staining throughout. Undated. £10

466 LNER centre folding publicity brochure "The Home of Golf". Colour pictorial covers showing 
woman golfer. 14pp detailing various courses around the country. Produced for the American 
market circa 1930. Covers a little dusty but OK. £10

467 LNER 10pp handbill type leaflet "Programme of The Northern Belle Train Cruises - June 1934". 
Printed on pink coloured paper. Shows timetables for the various sections of the cruise. Horizontal 
fold. £10

468 LNER publication "The Northern Belle - Passenger List and Programme of the Train Cruises 
1938". Orange card covers with LNER crest, 16pp. Covers dusty. £10

469 LNER publication "Holiday Suggestions". Landscape format, 100+pp photo guide to places 
served by the railway. Undated. Covers dusty and a little marked. £10

470 LNER published guide book "Walks Round London". Grey card covers with attached illustration 
of house next to bridge. 46pp detailing rambles in Middlesex, Bucks, Herts and Essex. Undated. 
£10

471 LNER centre folding brochure "Looking at Scotland". 16pp guide with fold out map. Coloured 
pictorial covers showing woman on horseback. Produced for the American market circa 1930s. 
£10

472 LNER publication "Apartments and Hotels Guide 1925 - North Eastern Counties". Illustrated 
covers showing map of area, 286pp plus fold out map. £10

473 LNER booklet "West Riding Limited - The First Streamline Train". Coloured pictorial card covers 
showing A4 at speed. 12pp detailing times, map, seating plan and information. Dated September 
1937. Small marks on cover. £10

474 LNER published booklet "Holland, Belgium Via Harwich" by Lewis Hind & Fred Taylor. Card 
covers, landscape format, 30pp of narrative and illustrations. Undated. Slight wear to edges of 
cover. £10

475 LNER publication "This Year?". Coloured pictorial covers showing couple on beach. 30pp 
coloured guide to places and activities served by the company. Circa 1925. Foxing to covers. £10

476 LNER smaller sized booklet "Zetland Hotel Saltburn by the Sea - souvenir and tariff". Card covers 
show company coat of arms, 19pp guide to the hotel and local sights. Circa 1920s. £10

477 LNER 8pp leaflet "Excursions de Luxe by the Eastern Belle Pullman Ltd". Green coloured print 
on cream paper showing B12 loco No.8580. Dated 1934. Details excursions from Liverpool St to 
East Coast resorts. £10

478 PULLMAN CAR COMPANY LIMITED brochure "West Riding Pullman & Harrogate Sunday 
Pullman". 8pp fold-out style opening to show map of route and features of the journey with details 
of timetable and distances, dated May 1928. One page heavily annotated and amended. £10

479 LNER fold out leaflet "Camping Coaches - For Carefree Holidays". Photo covers showing couple 
by side of coach. Opens to show layout of coach and list of locations. Sepia type print, dated 
1937. Some creasing. £10

480 LNER publication "The Silver Jubilee". 7pp plus fold out gradient chart, grey covers with illustration 
of "Silver Link" locomotive. Produced for the trial run of the train, 27th September 1935. Shows 
details of train. £10

481 LNER 6pp fold out information leaflet advertising frequent non-stop trains between Marylebone 
and Stadium or Wembley Hill stations for the Olympic Games at Wembley, 1948. Blue print with 
Olympic logo on front, opening to show tube map and area around Marylebone station with list of 
events on rear. £10
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482 LNER official hardback book "Pageant of British Empire". Large format souvenir volume presented 
in connection with the British Empire Exhibition at Wembley in June 1924. 55pp richly illustrated in 
coloured boards showing insignia of various countries. Covers dusty and worn. £10

483 LNER 12" x 8" "Notice to the Staff" re the company scheme to raise funds for the building of 
aircraft bearing the company name. Blue print with aeroplane illustration at bottom. Dated August 
1940. £10

484 SR fold out leaflet "Have a Day Off on the Electric Coast". Opens to show illustration of EMU and 
small cartoons. Details the benefits of using the train to reach the coast. Dated 1935. £10

485 SR 4pp coloured leaflet "The New Buffet Cars for the Electric Trains between London and Bognor 
Regis". Illustration of buffet car on front, opening to show cutaway drawing of buffet cars. Dated 
1938. £10

486 SR official publication "The Golden Sands of Picardy". Lilac, brown and yellow illustrated covers 
showing children, 188pp, 15th edition dated 1931. Minor marking to edges of cover. £10

487 SR official publications. Devon and Cornish Days, Hints for Holidays 1940. Plus Westinghouse 
booklet "Production and Reproduction - signalling on the Southern" and A & C Black hardback 
book "Peeps at Great Railways - The Southern Railway" (ex library, poor). (4) £10

488 SR souvenir of Southampton Docks. Coloured covers cut in shape of ocean liner, 32pp detailing 
the history and activities of the docks, published 1930s. Slight wear. £24

489 SR 8pp fold out leaflet "7 Day season Tickets". Turquoise and black print, opening to show maps 
of season ticket areas. Dated May 1930. Slight edge wear. Plus 4 pocket timetables for services 
between London and stations in Kent and Sussex, all dated September 1928. Also SR map of the 
main line system dated May 1931. (6) £10

490 SR official publication "Yachting on the Sunshine Coast" by Chas Pears. Grey coloured clothbound 
covers with attached illustration of yacht with train in background. 65pp plus colour plates, dated 
1932. £10

491 BR(W) souvenir brochure for the naming of two class 47 locos, North Star and Isambard Kingdom 
Brunel. Coloured pictorial covers showing Wolstenholme view of class 47 and broad gauge loco, 
4pp thin card, dated 1965. £10

492 CORK BANDON & SOUTH COAST RAILWAY brochure "Glengarriff". Coloured pictorial 
paperback covers showing boat in bay, 12pp illustrated guide to the area, circa 1910s. £10

493 GREAT SOUTHERN & WESTERN RAILWAY 24pp fold out type brochure "The Lakes of Killarney 
- Quickest Route New York to London Via Queenstown in 6½ days". Coloured pictorial covers, 
opening to show map of Ireland with travel information on rear. Dated 1893. £10

494 GSR booklet "Holiday Resorts in the Irish Free State". 56pp plus fold out map, dated 1926 season. 
£10

495 GSR guide to Dublin, Wicklow and the South East published in the "Ireland - Gem of the Sea" 
series. Illustrated covers, centre folding, 32pp plus adverts. Dated 1932. £10

Lots 496 - 544: Bus, Tram and London Transport Items
(For Badges and Pocket Maps, go to Small Items of Ephemera Section)

496 WESTERN NATIONAL OMNIBUS COMPANY Somerset & East Devon area timetable dated 
September 1951. Coloured pictorial covers showing company single decker over map of Cornwall. 
132pp plus fold out map. Plus similar dated March 1960 and June 1961. (3) £10

497 WESTERN NATIONAL OMNIBUS COMPANY Cornwall area timetable dated September 1951. 
Coloured pictorial covers showing company single decker over map of Cornwall. 146pp, no map. 
Plus similar dated September 1954 and May 1957. (3) £10

498 WESTERN NATIONAL OMNIBUS COMPANY South Devon & East Cornwall area timetable 
dated June 1951. Coloured pictorial covers showing company single decker over map of Cornwall. 
200pp, no map. Plus similar dated June 1956 and October 1961. (3) £10
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499 SOUTHERN NATIONAL OMNIBUS COMPANY North Devon & North Cornwall area timetable 
dated June 1956. Coloured pictorial covers showing company single decker over map of Cornwall. 
83pp plus fold out map. Plus similar dated May 1957 and February 1960. (3) £10

500 ROYAL BLUE SERVICES timetable booklet dated summer 1956. Coloured pictorial covers 
showing coach against coastal background. 56pp. Plus similar dated summer 1957. Rusty 
staples. (2) £10

501 DEVON GENERAL bus timetable booklet dated October 1958. Coloured pictorial covers show 
map of area and company double decker. 210pp plus fold out map. Plus similar dated July 1961. 
(2) £10

502 MIDLAND RED Leicester area timetable booklet. Red and black covers, 240pp plus fold out map, 
dated October 1953. Plus similar for Birmingham area, 336pp plus fold out map, dated May 1954. 
(2) £10

503 POTTERIES MOTOR TRACTION timetable booklet. Cream and red covers with small illustration 
of company single decker. 380pp plus fold out map, dated May 1955. Slight foxing to covers. £5

504 LONDON COASTAL COACHES timetable booklet. Blue print on green paperback covers 
showing small map of country, 112pp dated season 1930. Covers detached. £5

505 PLYMOUTH JOINT SERVICES timetable booklet. Green and red covers, 44pp dated November 
1959. Plus similar dated May 1961, May 1962. (3) £5

506 THAMES VALLEY TRACTION COMPANY timetable booklet. Red and black paperback covers, 
188pp plus fold out map, dated September 1959. Creasing to edges of covers. £5

507 CUMBERLAND MOTOR SERVICES timetable booklet. Orange and black covers, 136pp plus 
fold out map, dated June 1961. £5

508 RED & WHITE SERVICES timetable booklet. Red, yellow and black covers, 142pp, no map, 
dated June 1952. Plus Bristol Omnibus and Western National joint timetable booklet for the Bath 
and Chippenham area. 236pp plus map, dated September 1968. (2) £5

509 ALEXANDER & SONS (Aberdeen area) bus timetable booklet. Yellow covers with illustration of 
single decker on front, 195pp plus fold out map, dated June 1965. Plus similar Fife area example 
with red covers, 213pp plus fold out map dated September 1965. (2) £10

510 HIGHLAND OMNIBUSES LTD timetable booklet. Red covers, 72pp dated June 1956 Plus similar 
dated September 1956, September 1957, June 1960. Minor wear to all. (4) £5

511 SOUTH LANCASHIRE TRANSPORT COMPANY souvenir booklet issued to commemorate the 
replacement of trolleybuses by buses in September 1958. Red card covers, 16pp. £10

512 GUY MOTORS LIMITED published booklet "Forty Years of Achievement". 66pp fully illustrated 
history of the company 1914 - 1954. Card covers with attached metal plaque in shape of company 
logo showing American Indian in headdress. Vertical fold affecting metal plaque. £10

513 DISTRICT RAILWAY "Country Map of the Environs of London". Coloured paper map folding into 
pocket sized illustrated card covers showing views of locations served by the railway. Dated 1887. 
Good condition. £10

514 CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY "Stingemore" type two fold thin card pocket map. Brown, gold 
and black covers, circa 1910s. Slight foxing. £10

515 LONDON UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS pocket map. Fold out type opening to show 
coloured map with travel information on rear. Dated winter 1924/25. £10

516 LONDON UNDERGROUND pocket map sized 16pp fold out leaflet "Country Excursions by Motor 
Bus". Each page shows a coloured pictorial view of a country location in similar style to early 
London Underground posters. Service details shown below. Dated April 1915. VGC. £10

517 LCC TRAMWAYS pocket map and guide dated January 1914. Front shows illustration of entrance 
to tramway subway at Waterloo Bridge. Printed on green paper. £10

518 LCC TRAMS pocket map and guide dated May 1930. Front shows coloured illustration of the 
Gatehouse at Lincoln's Inn. Slight cover wear. £5

519 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY pocket map and guide dated July 1912. Illustrated 
covers showing open top bus. Fold tears, fragile. £10
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520 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY pocket map and guide dated June 1914. Small fold 
tears, fragile. £10

521 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY pocket map and guide dated No.8 1928. Plus Green 
Line pocket map dated No.1 1937. (2) £10

522 LONDON TRANSPORT plan of Neasden Yard showing depot and running lanes. Approx 40" x 
12" on linen. Amended up to 1980. Wear and faults. £10

523 LONDON TRANSPORT western area public timetable booklet of buses, coaches and main line 
railways. Blue paperback covers with map on front, 216pp dated October 1934. £10

524 LONDON TRANSPORT Metropolitan Line WTT No.170. 100+pp dated June 1958. £5
525 LONDON TRANSPORT published commemorative pictorial record produced for the opening of 

the Victoria Line by HM Queen Elizabeth, March 1969. Landscape format, card covers, 47pp. 
Plus 8pp programme for the opening ceremony by the Queen on 7th March 1969 along with 
souvenir ticket for the event. (3) £10

526 LONDON UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS director's report and statement of accounts 
for year ending December 1927. Large size, 12pp, folded. £10

527 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "716". White lettering on green, rusty edges. 
£10

528 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "143 MON - FRI". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

529 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "163 WEEKDAY". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

530 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "163 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

531 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "163 WEEKDAY FARE STAGE". Black 
lettering on white, some rusting. £10

532 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "168 WEEKDAY". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

533 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "176 MON - FRI". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

534 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "186 FARE STAGE". Black lettering on white, 
ex stop condition. £10

535 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "187 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

536 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "200 201 210". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

537 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "209 WEEKDAY". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

538 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "209 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, 
fading to lettering. 310 £10

539 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "230 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

540 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "232A MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, 
ex stop condition. £10

541 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "240A SUNDAY". Red lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

542 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "307 FARE STAGE". Black lettering on white, 
some rusting. £10

543 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "800B". Black lettering on white, ex stop 
condition. £10

544 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "800C". Black lettering on white, ex stop 
condition. £10
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Lots 545 - 546: Ian Allan "ABC" and Similar Publications
545 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated October 1958. Red and black covers showing 

City of Bristol and Warship class diesel loco. No underlining but spine faded and slight cover wear. 
£10

546 IAN ALLAN ABC regional Locoshed supplements parts 1 - 4 covering BR(E&NE), BR(S), BR(W), 
BR(M). Dated August - September 1950. All good unmarked condition. (4) £10

Lots 547 - 582: Small Items of Ephemera

 

Please note: all items marked "BTC" (Buyer To Collect) must be collected from us.
547 LSWR pocket sized leaflet "Lower Fares. Cheaper Season Ticket Rates". Illustrated covers, 16pp 

fold out type opening to show map of London local lines from Waterloo with fares information on 
rear. Circa 1914, pin holes in corner. £10

548 BLACK'S "Pocket Time Tables for the Railways North of Perth". 28pp dated December 1882. 
Area of loss to fragile and detached covers. £10

549 LBSCR 6" x 4" invitation card to attend dinner at the Star & Garter Hotel, Richmond on 16th July 
1884 with travel to the event by special steamboat via the House of Commons. Ornate pink, red 
and gold design. Unused. £10

550 LBSCR 6" x 4" invitation type card for a visit to Paris by the chairman and directors of the 
company showing timetable of the special trains on 21st and 26th June 1878. Ornate green and 
gold design. Unused. £10

551 GER small sized PTT for Norwich, Aylsham, Mundesley-on-Sea, Sheringham and Cromer 
services. Blue card covers containing 2pp fold out timetable, dated July 1910. VGC. £10

552 SECR 4pp pocket sized time and faretable for services between Paris & London via Calais and 
Boulogne. Red and black print with illustration of ship on front. Dated winter 1908 - 09. Very 
creased. £10

553 SR 4pp pocket sized time and faretable leaflet for London - Paris services. Red and black print 
with small illustration of routes on front. Dated April 1923. £12

554 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY TIMETABLE. Pocket sized, green clothbound covers with title in gold 
on front, dated 1840. Probably a later reprint. Binding loose. £10

555 ANDREW REID published "Map of the York and Newcastle Railway". Fold out paper map with 
engravings of major sites along the route, folding into pocket sized paper covers. Many fold tears 
and detached sections, needs restoration. £10

556 Six K&ESR (in full) gummed labels for writing on the address when re-using old envelopes. Print 
date 1917. Unused. (6) £10

557 HANDWRITTEN LETTER sent from New York - Liverpool via Brunel steamer PS Great Western. 
Postmarked "Liverpool Ship 1844". £30

558 LNER NORTHERN BELLE. Twin pack of LNER playing cards in official box produced for the 
cruise of the Northern Belle, June 1934 showing map of route inside lid. Playing cards show views 
of York Minster and Norfolk Broads. £10

559 LNER bookmark "The Flying Scotsman". Red print on orange advertising services to Scotland. 
Minor wear to top edge. £10

Security Notice
For security reasons, small items of railwayana and ephemera, labels, 

postcards, photographs and negatives may only be viewed under the strict 
supervision of the stewards on viewing day at Stoneleigh.
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560 LNER invitation card to the grandstand to view the procession commemorating the centenary of 
the Stockton and Darlington Railway at Stockton and Darlington on 2nd July 1925. 4pp thin card 
with coat of arms on front. VGC. £10

561 LNER invitation card for the banquet at the wagon paint shop at Faverdale, Darlington to 
commemorate the Railway Centenary, 2nd July 1925. 6" x 4", pink coloured thin card. VGC. £10

562 LNER paper napkin showing company initials in script style and advert "Buy the Holiday Handbook 
6d at the bookstall". £10

563 GWR Hotel & Catering Department label from a bottle of "Special Blend Finest Old Scotch Whisky 
from the cellars at GW Royal Hotel Paddington". Black and gold coloured print showing roundel 
and company name. £10

564 SMALL SIZED paper label "During an Air Raid" listing action to take. 4½" x 4", very worn and 
creased. £5

565 L&YR pocket sized hardback booklet "Ambulance Instructions". 10pp first aid guide dated 1905. 
£10

566 LMS instruction book "Instructions respecting the Cleaning, Trimming and Lighting of Oil Signal 
Lamps". Card covers, 6pp plus 12pp of illustrations of lamp types. Dated December 1947. Slight 
wear and detached pages. £10

567 BTC LM Region "Lineside Permit". 2½" x 3½" card, red print, issued 1966. £5
568 NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE RAILWAY rule book dated January 1916. Clothbound hardback covers 

with title stamped into front. 392pp, slight wear to covers. Plus Shropshire & Montgomeryshire 
Light Railway "Working Instructions". Rule book type hardback book, 94pp plus diagrams, circa 
1956. (2) £10

569 LSWR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with title stamped into front, 167pp dated August 
1904. Amendments added. £10

570 LBSCR rule book. Red clothbound hardback covers with title in black on front, 304pp dated 1900. 
Plus SR rule books dated 1930 and 1933. (3) £10

571 GNR rule book dated November 1897. 232pp, hardback clothbound covers with title stamped into 
front. £10

572 GNR rule book dated 1904 reprint of 1897 issue. 245pp, red hardback clothbound covers with title 
stamped into front. Used condition. Plus Midland Railway rule book dated 1920, GWR rule book 
dated 1923 and New York Central System rule book dated 1956. (4) £10

573 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE (NER) rule book. Leather bound hardback covers with title and 
NER coat of arms in gold on front. 392pp plus index, dated January 1916. Slight rubbing to edge 
of covers. £10

574 MIDLAND RAILWAY rule book type booklet "Instructions Relating to the Transmission of 
Telegrams". Hardback clothbound covers, 55pp dated February 1906. Covers worn and loose. 
£10

575 GER rule book. Clothbound hardback covers, 192pp, 1913 reprint of 1904 issue. £10
576 L&YR rule book dated 1908 reprint of November 1897 issue. Green clothbound hardback covers 

with coat of arms stamped into front. 328pp. £10
577 LNWR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with title and coat of arms in gold on front, 297pp 

dated 1911. Plus two company rule books dated 1923. (3) £10
578 CLC rule book dated November 1897. Green clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms 

stamped into front. 176pp, staining to top edge of some pages towards the end. £10
579 HIGHLAND RAILWAY rule book dated 1920. Clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in 

gold on front, 193pp. £10
580 GNSR rule book dated 1922. Clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front, 

204pp. Plus LNER rule books dated 1926 and 1933. (3) £10
581 NBR rule book dated 1898. Clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front, 

171pp. £10
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582 CDRJC rule book. Clothbound hardback covers, 216pp dated 1908. Minor cover and spine wear. 
£10

Lots 583 - 601: Tickets
583 EASINGWOLD RAILWAY contract ticket. Leather covers with title in gold on front. Issued for use 

between Easingwold and Alne in 1914. Good used condition. £10
584 GER first class all stations and boats free pass. Grey leather covers with title and coat of arms in 

gold on front. Issued to Herr Werner, Royal Railway Direction, Munster I/W and dated 1909. £10
585 SL&NCR first class free pass. Oval shaped, leather covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1909. 

Plus three further similar passes in different styles dated 1912, 1921 and 1954. (4) £10
586 LNER 3½" x 2½" card ticket for the "Special Journey of the Period Flying Scotsman from King's 

Cross 30th June 1938. Corner creasing and rust mark. £10
587 LBSCR large sized 4pp notice "Alterations in Patterns of Season Tickets". Includes five pasted on 

specimen tickets of the new issues. Dated December 1871. £10
588 APPROX seven LMS and LMS & LNE Joint paper type "Trader's Season Tickets" mostly for use 

in the West Yorkshire area. Some issued and attached to paper. Very variable condition. £10
589 APPROX 18 whole and half Edmondson tickets from the K&ESR. Plus a small quantity of WC&PR 

half Edmondson tickets. (Qty) £10
590 Book of BR "Train Staff Tickets" for use from Hayling Island to Havant. Approx 125 unused and 

complete with counterfoil, approx 125 issued and counterfoil side only present. £10
591 QUANTITY of mostly whole Edmondson tickets. Many BR and SR noted plus a few BR platforms 

(Qty) £10
592 QUANTITY of mostly half (with a few whole) Edmondson tickets plus a few season ticket types. 

(Qty) £10
593 QUANTITY of mostly whole and half Edmondsons. BR, LT and pre nat issues. Many from or to 

the Yorkshire area. (Qty) £10
594 QUANTITY of mostly BR and GWR half Edmondson tickets. (Qty) £10
595 QUANTITY of rail and bus tickets. Mostly paper and punch type. (Qty) £10
596 QUANTITY of mostly BR whole Edmondson tickets. Various types including NCR 21. (Qty) £10
597 QUANTITY of mostly BR whole and half Edmondson tickets. Many NCR21 types noted. (Qty) £10
598 COLLECTION of Edmondson type tickets + card & paper including LNER/BR Lincs, East Anglia, 

Lincolnshire Rail Tours, Easingwold & LCLR. (Qty) £10
599 LARGE QUANTITY of mostly whole Edmondson tickets. Many BR and preservation society 

issues noted plus a few BR platforms (Qty) £10
600 Three ALBUMS of tickets, postcards, photos and ephemera relating to European railways in the 

1960s. £10
601 AUSTRALIA. Quantity of modern APTIS style tickets issued in Australia. Various types, many 

coloured and illustrated. (Qty) £10

Lots 602 - 666: Badges, Buttons and Small Hardware Items
602 NER enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. Red, white and blue enamel, 1" diameter 

with company name in full surrounding royal crown. Good condition. £10
603 L&YR enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. Red, white and blue enamel, 1" diameter 

with company name in full surrounding royal crown. £10
604 LSWR (probably) enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. Red, white and blue enamel, 

1" diameter, unusually without the company name surrounding royal crown. Small chip to blue 
enamel. £10

605 LNER dark blue enamel on nickel, uniform cap badge showing company initials in winking eye 
style. Scratching to lettering. £10

606 LMS two part cloth badge "LMS C&W". Each 1½" x ½", red lettering. £10
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607 CLC cloth armband "Pilotman" embroidered in white on red with "CLC" marked into rear. No 
straps, very grubby/used condition. £5

608 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Pitting to gilt.  
£10

609 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Shorter, 
thinner lettering design.  £30

610 BR(ScR) chrome and light blue enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". Good condition.  
£10

611 BR(NE) tangerine enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Shorter, 
thinner lettering design. Some crazing to enamel. £30

612 BR(NE) tangerine enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Excess Luggage". Shorter, 
thinner lettering design. £30

613 BR(NE) chrome and tangerine enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". £10
614 BR(NE) chrome and tangerine enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Guard". £10
615 BR(W) chrome and chocolate coloured enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Guard". £10
616 BR(S) green enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Shorter, thinner 

lettering design. Slight scratching to enamel. £30
617 BR(S) green enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Excess Luggage". Shorter, thinner 

lettering design. Large chip to enamel. £30
618 BR(S) chrome and green enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". Good condition. £10
619 BR(M) chrome and maroon enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". Good condition. £10
620 BR(E) dark blue enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Shorter, thinner 

lettering design. Severe scratching to enamel. £10
621 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Foreman". Good condition.  

£10
622 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector".  £30
623 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on gilt totem type uniform cap badge "Guard".  £10
624 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Porter". Good condition.  

£10
625 BR(E) dark blue enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Some 

scratching to enamel. £30
626 BR(S) green enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Small mark to 

enamel between K and E. £30
627 BR(W) chocolate enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". £30
628 BR(W) chocolate coloured enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". 

Some pitting to lettering and scratching to enamel. Plus four other badges including LMS "Railway 
Service", LMS St.John's Ambulance button badge and two modern BR badges. (5) £10

629 BTC police uniform helmet badge. Chrome, circular design with griffin in centre with royal crown 
atop. £10

630 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and chocolate coloured enamel pin fastening 
badge showing steam loco. 1" diameter, VGC. £10

631 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and dark blue coloured enamel pin fastening 
badge showing steam loco. 1" diameter, VGC. £10

632 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and green coloured enamel pin fastening badge 
showing steam loco. 1" diameter, VGC. £10

633 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and light blue coloured enamel pin fastening 
badge showing steam loco. 1" diameter, VGC. £10

634 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and tangerine coloured enamel pin fastening 
badge showing steam loco. 1" diameter, VGC. £10
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635 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and maroon coloured enamel pin fastening badge 
showing steam loco. 1" diameter, VGC. £10

636 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB tin type button badge. 1" diameter, orange and white colour 
showing view of steam loco. Plus similar badge "I am a Loco Spotter" issued by The Wizard comic 
showing red and blue head-on view of steam loco. (2) £10

637 Set of six IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and coloured enamel pin fastening 
badges (one for each region) showing steam loco. VGC. £10

638 Three IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB plastic type badges in green, light and dark blue. 
1¼" diameter showing view of loco. Plus club membership card, unused. (4) £10

639 END OF COLLECTION selection of badges, buttons, paychecks and miscellaneous items. Pre 
and post grouping, BR and LT. (Qty) £10

640 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Fireman". Yellow and blue 
bullseye design with "London Transport" dotted line name enamel across centre bar and 
"Fireman" in red enamel scroll below. Good condition. £30

641 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Instructor". Griffins supporting 
light and dark blue bullseye design with "London Transport" dotted line name in black enamel 
across centre bar and "Instructor" in section below. Minor wear to chrome. £30

642 LONDON TRANSPORT gilt and enamel uniform cap badge. Griffins supporting dark blue and 
cream bullseye design with "London Transport" dotted line name in black enamel across centre 
bar. £30

643 LONDON TRANSPORT gilt and enamel uniform cap badge. Griffins supporting red bullseye 
design with "London Transport" dotted line name in black enamel across centre bar. £30

644 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Train Operator". Yellow bullseye 
design with title in blue enamel across centre bar. £30

645 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Information". Yellow bullseye 
design with title in blue enamel across centre bar. £30

646 LONDON TRANSPORT brass and enamel cap badge "London Transport Military Band". Design 
shows bullseye and musical instrument design in brass mounted on red enamel bullseye type 
badge. £30

647 WILTS & DORSET MOTOR SERVICES LTD "Driver" uniform cap badge. Red enamel on gilt, 
oval, 2½ x 1½", some crazing to enamel, rear lug re-welded. £10

648 A.F.BRAYBROOKE & SON uniform cap badge. Maroon enamel on gilt, 3" x ¾" curved design, 
good condition. £10

649 BOROUGH OF ASTON MANOR "Conductor" double sided, brass hanging badge (no leather 
strap) showing name and coat of arms surrounding number "384". Well used condition. £10

650 WEST YORKSHIRE MOTOR SERVICES nickel type uniform cap badge showing company 
name. One lug missing from rear. £10

651 LEEDS CORPORATION uniform cap badge. Shield shaped, chrome and enamel showing side 
view of double decker with "Leeds" in blue enamel above. Chip to enamel. £10

652 DURHAM MOTOR SERVICES chrome cap badge showing "Durham" in capitals. Good used 
condition. £10

653 EAST YORKSHIRE MOTOR SERVICES brass cap badge showing company initials in capitals. 
Good used condition. £10

654 SOUTHAMPTON CORPORATION TRANSPORT chrome uniform cap badge showing company 
name in garter style surrounding coat of arms. Good condition. £10

655 SHEFFIELD TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT gilt and enamel uniform cap badge showing company 
name surrounding five pointed star with "Merit" in white enamel in centre. Some wear to gilt. £10

656 DOUBLE SIDED enamel badge and leather hanging strap "Permit 33 Conductor". Blue and white 
enamel, a few edge chips to enamel, location unknown. £10

657 EAST AND WEST JUNCTION RAILWAY 24mm brass button showing locomotive design. 
Froggatt 22/1. £10
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658 KENT & EAST SUSSEX RAILWAY 24mm gilt button showing locomotive design. Froggatt 50/11. 
£10

659 LSWR & LBSCR JOINT brass 18mm button showing SW&SCR in script style. Froggatt 28/11. 
£10

660 WORCESTER JOINT STATION 16mm brass uniform button showing company initials in script 
form. Froggatt 48/4. £10

661 WORCESTER JOINT STATION 18mm brass uniform button showing company initials in script 
form. Froggatt 48/5. £10

662 Four WORCESTER JOINT STATION 16mm brass uniform button showing company initials in 
script form. Froggatt 48/4. Plus GWR 24mm brass uniform button showing company initials in 
roundel style. (5) £10

663 LNWR barrel type ebony whistle. Company initials stamped on side. Good used condition. £10
664 LNWR St John Ambulance Association hallmarked silver and enamel medal awarded for passing 

12 exams in first aid, dated 1922. Red and black enamel showing company Britannia logo and 
Maltese cross. Contained in original case. Edge wear to medal, case very worn. £10

665 LPC cast metal paperweight depicting GWR broad gauge express passenger engine Lord of the 
Isles. Good condition, complete with box. £10

666 PENCILS. Approx 29 railway company pencils including 15 LMS, 10 LNER and 4 CLC. Various 
styles and manufacturers, used and unused. (29) £10

Lots 667 - 709: Luggage, Wagon and Miscellaneous Labels
Luggage labels type codes, where quoted, are taken from the Railway Print Society publication "Pre-

Grouping Luggage Labels" which we gratefully acknowledge.
667 GWR AIR SERVICES luggage label. Black printing showing roundel and illustration of flying 

plane. 1¾" x 2¼" circa 1934. Unused, VGC. £10
668 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "Cruise of the Northern Belle 3rd - 10th June 1938". Slightly 

smaller than usual LNER pictorial labels, turquoise, magenta and black print showing A4 loco and 
train with mountains in background. Used, very creased. £10

669 LNER luggage label "North British Station Hotel Glasgow". Oval, gold and black print with coat of 
arms at top. £10

670 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "North British Station Hotel Edinburgh" in red and black with 
photo illustration of the hotel at top and coat of arms at bottom. £10

671 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "Royal Station Hotel York" in green and brown with illustration 
of the hotel in centre. £10

672 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Silver Jubilee" to London King's Cross. Blue, black and 
silver showing Silver Link loco. £5

673 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Flying Scotsman" to Newcastle Central. Red, black and 
gold showing P2 loco. £5

674 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Coronation" to Edinburgh Waverley. Light blue, black 
and orange showing A4 Dominion of Canada loco. £5

675 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Flying Scotsman" to Dundee. Red, black and blue 
showing P2 loco. Creased. £5

676 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Flying Scotsman" to Aberdeen. Red, black and blue 
showing P2 loco. Creased. £5

677 LNER pictorial circular luggage label "The Queen of Scots" to Newcastle Central. Yellow, green 
and black with image of A3 loco and train. £10

678 ISLE OF WIGHT RAILWAY luggage label "To Weybridge SWR via Portsmouth". Plus small end 
of collection selection of tickets including LNER half Edmondsons, LNER Crews Hill platform, 
CDRJC, LT numerical, etc. (Qty) £10

679 LSWR luggage labels "St. Malo". Red print showing letter "L". Plus circular pictorial label for 
Dieppe - Newhaven shipping service showing view of ship and house flag. Unused. (2) £5
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680 GWR two part, tie-on card label "Sailor's Luggage from Barry Docks". Unused. £5
681 GWR. Approx 20 G82/1-G82/4 type luggage labels to Irish destinations "via Fishguard & 

Rosslare". Printed green on white with destination contained in a diamond, circle or square. Water 
staining to a few.  (20) £10

682 GWR. Approx 17 G82/1-G82/4 types to Irish destinations "via Fishguard & Rosslare". Printed 
green on white with destination contained in a diamond or circle. No duplication.  (17) £10

683 Eight LC&DR luggage labels on blue paper. No duplication. (8) £5
684 NER. 20 luggage labels. Various styles including examples on coloured paper and early untitled 

issues. (20) £10
685 MIDLAND & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY. 16 luggage labels. Various types, no 

duplication, faults to one or two. (16) £10
686 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY. Approx 35 luggage labels on purple coloured paper, many to 'foreign' 

destinations from Perth or Carstairs. No apparent duplication. (35) £10
687 SER/SECR. Approx 40 luggage labels, many coloured print or on coloured paper. Occasional 

duplication.  (40) £10
688 Approx 36 MIDLAND RAILWAY luggage labels, mostly on purple coloured paper. Occasional 

duplication. (36) £10
689 NSR. Approx 44 luggage labels to destinations on and off the system. One or two duplicates. Plus 

larger sized "Eggs - with care" label on orange paper. (44) £10
690 WELSH RAILWAYS. 36 labels, mostly TVR and Barry Railway with one each from R&SBR and 

Rhymney Railway. Occasional duplication. (36) £10
691 DUBLIN, WICKLOW AND WEXFORD RAILWAY. 26 luggage labels. Various types, heavy 

duplication. (26) £10
692 IRELAND. Approx 40 luggage labels. Mostly untitled but one or two from W&LR, C&LR, SL&NCR, 

MGWR. Some duplication. (40) £10
693 Approx 39 SOUTH  WESTERN AND MIDLAND RAILWAY SOMERSET & DORSET JOINT LINE 

luggage labels. Very heavy duplication. Plus approx 200 LBSCR luggage labels all for Baynards 
to Portsmouth. (Qty) £10

694 APPROX 90 luggage labels with 40 examples from the GCR, 20 Metropolitan Railway and 30 
North London Railway. Duplication, heavy in parts. (90) £10

695 Approx 50 CAMBRIAN RAILWAY luggage labels to destinations on and off the system. One or 
two duplicates. (50) £10

696 LSWR. Approx 150 luggage labels including examples on coloured paper. Some duplication. 
(150) £10

697 Approx 100 LBSCR or SR transitional luggage labels, all on green paper. Some duplication. (100) 
£10

698 Approx 250 LBSCR luggage labels. Various types, destinations include Fletching, Willingdon 
and Dormansland, origins include Farlington, Drayton, Hove & West Brighton. Condition varies, 
occasional duplication. (Qty) £10

699 Approx 300 GWR luggage labels. Various types, many G77s noted. Duplication, heavy in parts. 
(Qty) £10

700 END OF COLLECTION selection of luggage, wagon and miscellaneous labels and forms. Many 
LNER noted, very variable condition. (Qty) £10

701 END OF COLLECTION selection of mostly luggage labels. Many companies represented 
including HR, GER, GWR, M&GN, GNR, LNER, SR, LMS, etc. Duplication. (Qty) £10

702 LARGE QUANTITY of luggage labels including some in an album. many pre and post grouping 
companies. Duplication, heavy in parts. (Qty) £10

703 APPROX 300 luggage labels with examples from LSWR, SR, LBSCR, GWR, Midland, NER, 
GNR, LNWR, LMS, M&GN, GNSR, G&SWR, etc. No apparent duplication. (Qty) £10

704 ALBUM containing approx 500 luggage labels including 220 LSWR (with examples on coloured 
paper), 200 SR, 60 GWR plus various miscellaneous labels. Occasional duplication. (Qty) £10
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705 SHOEBOX containing many hundreds of mostly GWR and LSWR luggage labels. Very heavy 
duplication. (Qty) £10

706 LYNTON AND BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY wagon label "For Repairs". Unused. Plus four goods 
abstract forms for items forwarded or received (unused). Also SR tie on label with written title "Key 
of Tool Box Lew". £10

707 Seven pre NCB colliery wagon labels including Bedwas Navigation Coke, Celynen South 
Collieries Abercard, Evans & Bevan (Neath). No duplication, all unused. (7) £10

708 ALBUM containing approx 42 wagon labels. Mostly GER with a few from LNER, L&YR, E&WYUR, 
NBR, etc. Many used. (42) £14

709 APPROX 150 mostly GWR wagon labels. Post grouping issues, several different types. 
Duplication, mostly unused. (150) £10

Lots 710 - 715: Stamps
710 HIGHLAND & DINGWALL AND SKYE RAILWAYS joint parcels label. 4d on salmon coloured 

paper. Unused, hinge mark on rear. £10
711 Five 2d green coloured NEWSPAPER STAMPS from C&WR, Knott End, Northampton & Banbury, 

LBSCR, West Clare. Plus 4d green from SR and SR&LMS S&D line. Also 2d red coloured example 
from S&MR. All unused. (8) £10

712 SHROPSHIRE & MONTGOMERYSHIRE RAILWAY. Two pairs of prepaid parcel stamps from 
Llanymynech (5/-) and Shrawardine (4/-). Unused. (4) £5

713 K&ESR. Nine prepaid parcel stamps from High Halden Road, Tenterden Town and Frittenden Rd. 
Values ½d to 10/-, duplication, all unissued. (9) £10

714 ENVELOPE with two LNER parcel stamps on front, posted from Donington on Bain station on the 
last public passenger train from Bardney to Louth on 3rd November 1951. £5

715 Block of six LNER poster stamps "Meet the Sun on the East Coast" showing holidaymaker over 
map of Yorkshire and NE England. Attached to card by stamp hinges. £10

Lots 716 - 728: Postcards
Reference numbers quoted for railway official postcards are from "The Official Railway Postcard Book" 

by John Alsop which we gratefully acknowledge.
716 LYNTON & BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY official postcard published by Peacock showing Woody 

Bay Station (LYN009). Not postally used. £12
717 GNR early official card by the Picture Postcard Company "Hyde Park Corner" (GN860). Sepia 

vignette. UB. Not postally used, VGC. £18
718 HIGHLAND RAILWAY real photo official card "Elgin Cathedral" (HR271). Postally used 1906. £14
719 NER (possibly official) real photo card "NER Tour. Falling Foss" showing view of waterfall. Postally 

used 1909. £10
720 COMMERCIAL CARD showing coloured view of Uppingham and station. No publisher mentioned, 

postally used 1905. £5
721 METROPOLITAN DISTRICT RAILWAY complete set of real photo cards showing loco and 

carriage views (MD001 - 007). Not postally used. (7) £20
722 GCR officials from the Immingham deep water dock series. Granary (GC019), Western Coaling 

Jetty (GC020), Seven Coal Hoists (GC021), Graving Dock (GC023), Eastern Jetty (GC024). All 
unused. (5) £10

723 GCR. 22 colour and B&W postcards (including a few real photo) showing views of GCR locos. 
Various publishers including LPC. (22) £10

724 GWR official cards. "The Sands, Newquay" (GW139), "Aerial View Millbay Docks, Plymouth" 
(GW328), "Plymouth - the Sound & Drake's Island" (GW171). (3) £12

725 GER. Approx 37 mostly GER official postcards showing B&W and colour views including hotels at 
Sandringham, Harwich, Felixstowe and scenic views at Gorleston, Norwich, etc. Most used. (37) 
£30
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726 Two real photo COMMERCIAL CARDS showing exterior views of the Midland Hotel, Morecambe. 
Circa 1930s, no publishers mentioned. (2) £12

727 APPROX 100 official and commercial cards mostly showing loco views. Includes a few LNWR 
officials. Condition varies. Plus a number of modern commercial cards. (Qty) £10

728 FRITH'S published postcards showing sepia views of Aynhoe (Aynho). Four cards in original 
envelope as supplied by SA Eaton & Son, local storekeepers. Not postally used. £5

Lots 729 - 783: Photographs
729 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in Scotland 

circa 1950s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
730 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in Scotland 

circa 1950s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
731 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GWR stations circa 1950s - 

1970s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
732 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER stations and signalboxes 

in England circa 1950s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
733 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER stations and signalboxes 

in England circa 1950s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
734 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS stations and signalboxes in 

England circa 1950s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
735 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS stations and signalboxes in 

England circa 1950s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
736 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalbox views circa 

1950s - 1970s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
737 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations. Various locations, circa 

1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
738 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations. Various locations, circa 

1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
739 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations. Various locations, circa 

1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
740 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations. Various locations, circa 

1900s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
741 DEPOTS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing loco depots. Mostly ex LMS and 

LNER locations in England circa 1940s - 1960s. Varying quality. (100) £10
742 GCR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GCR locos in LNER and BR livery. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
743 GNR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GNR locos in LNER and BR livery. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
744 GER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GER locos in LNER and BR livery. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
745 GER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GER locos in LNER and BR livery. 

many tank locos noted. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
746 NER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NER locos in LNER and BR livery. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
747 L&YR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex L&YR locos in LMS and BR livery. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
748 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS Patriot class locos in LMS and BR 

livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
749 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS Jubilee class locos in LMS and BR 

livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
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750 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS class 5 locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

751 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS 2P/4P 4-4-0 locos in LMS and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

752 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100) £10

753 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100) £10

754 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS tank locos in BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100) £10

755 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A4 class locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

756 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A3 class locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

757 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A1 class locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

758 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER V2 class locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

759 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER B1 and B17 class locos in LNER 
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

760 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER constituent company locos in pre 
grouping livery. Very variable quality. (100) £10

761 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER tank locos in Scotland in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

762 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing mostly LNER B1 locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

763 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

764 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos mostly in BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

765 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos mostly in BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

766 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos mostly in BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

767 BR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR standard and WD class locos. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

768 BR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing Britannia class locos. Reasonable quality. 
(100) £10

769 DIESELS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing first generation diesel locos circa 1960s - 
early 70s. Varying quality. (100) £10

770 INDUSTRIAL. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing industrial locos circa 1960s. 
Varying quality. (100) £10

771 IRELAND. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing Irish railway loco views circa 1950s 
& 60s. Quality varies.  (100) £10

772 CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Approx 80 B&W postcard sized photos showing steam loco views in 
Czechoslovakia circa 1967. Varying quality. (80) £10

773 APPROX 90 8" x 6" B&W photos showing mostly BR diesel hydraulic locos by DE Canning. 
Several Warships and Hymeks noted. Good quality. (90) £10

774 APPROX 65 8" x 6" B&W photos showing BR Western class diesel hydraulic locos by DE 
Canning. Good quality. (65) £10
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775 APPROX 75 mainly 8" x 6" B&W photos showing GWR and constituent locos in GWR and BR 
livery. Mostly good quality including a few officials. (75) £10

776 APPROX 180 mostly larger sized B&W photos showing early BR diesel & electric locos and 
DMUs circa late 1950s - early 1960s. Many officials noted. (Qty) £10

777 APPROX 140 very large sized B&W photos showing mostly rolling stock produced by Metro-
Cammell, Gloucester RC&W Co, etc mainly for overseas railways. Appear official, some a little 
curled at edges. (Qty) £10

778 ALBUM of 4" x 3" B&W photos showing loco and station views. Locations include Leamington 
Spa, Broom Junction, Banbury Junction, Stratford on Avon, Warwick, Nuneaton, Towcester, Old 
Oak Common, etc. All captioned and dated 1922 - 23. Reasonable quality. £10

779 ALBUM containing eleven 8" x 6½" B&W photos of the railway line near Grangetown station. 
Taken by a police detective showing location and reconstruction of an accident at the location in 
1933. Loose mounted, good quality. £10

780 ALBUM containing approx 98 8" x 6" B&W photos showing loco and station views at 
Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire locations circa 1950s & 60s. From the Neville Stead collection. 
Good quality. £10

781 ALBUM containing approx 79 8" x 6" B&W photos showing loco and station views at South 
Yorkshire, Lincolnshire and Leicestershire locations circa 1950s & 60s. From the Neville Stead 
collection. Good quality. £10

782 ALBUM containing approx 140 postcard sized B&W photos of ex LMS locos in LMS and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. £10

783 ALBUM containing approx 160 postcard sized B&W photos of M&GN locos in M&GN and LNER 
livery. Varying quality. £10

Lots 784 - 884: Photographic Negatives and Slides
784 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Album containing approx 50 AR Durrant B&W photos of South African 

mainline steam locos complete with their large format negatives. Good quality images taken in the 
late 1960s. All captioned. £50

785 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Album containing approx 50 AR Durrant B&W photos of South African 
mainline steam locos complete with their large format negatives. Good quality images taken in the 
late 1960s. All captioned. £50

786 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Album containing approx 50 AR Durrant B&W photos of South African 
industrial steam locos complete with their large format negatives. Good quality images taken in 
the late 1960s. All captioned. £50

787 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Album containing approx 50 AR Durrant B&W photos of South African 
mainline steam locos complete with their large format negatives. Good quality images taken in the 
late 1960s. All captioned. £50

788 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Album containing approx 50 AR Durrant B&W photos of South African 
industrial steam locos complete with their large format negatives. Good quality images taken in 
the late 1960s. All captioned. £50

789 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Album containing approx 35 AR Durrant colour and B&W photos of 
Mozambique steam locos complete with their large format negatives. Good quality images taken 
in the late 1960s - mid 1970s. All captioned. £50

790 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Approx 50 2¼" square B&W negatives showing South African mainline 
steam locos. Good quality images taken in the late 1960s. All captioned. £20

791 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Approx 50 2¼" square B&W negatives showing South African mainline 
steam locos. Good quality images taken in the late 1960s. All captioned. £20

792 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Approx 50 2¼" square B&W negatives showing South African mainline 
steam locos. Good quality images taken in the late 1960s. All captioned. £20

793 ALBUM containing approx 160 35mm B&W negatives and their prints showing steam locos in 
South Africa circa late 1960s - early 1970s. Reasonable quality, mostly not identified. £50
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794 ALBUM containing approx 35 larger format B&W negatives and their prints showing steam locos 
in Mozambique and South Africa circa late 1960s - early 1970s. Reasonable quality, mostly not 
identified. £50

795 ALBUM containing approx 90 Charles Gordon-Stewart 35mm B&W negatives and their prints 
showing mostly industrial steam loco views in South Africa circa late 1960s - early 1970s. 
Reasonable quality, mostly not identified. £50

796 APPROX 70 variously sized mostly B&W negatives showing BR steam loco views. Varying 
quality, all filed in separate packets without details. (70) £10

797 APPROX 50 mostly 35mm B&W negatives showing BR diesel loco views in the 1960s. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (50) £20

798 APPROX 50 mostly 35mm B&W negatives showing BR diesel loco views in the 1960s. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (50) £20

799 APPROX 50 mostly 35mm B&W negatives showing BR diesel loco views in the 1960s. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (50) £20

800 APPROX 50 mostly 35mm B&W negatives showing BR(M) steam loco views in the 1960s. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (50) £20

801 APPROX 129 variously sized B&W negatives showing mostly loco views in 1961. Various 
locations including Scotland and IOW, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. 
Appear reasonable quality (129) £10

802 APPROX 29 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing IOW steam loco views taken in June 1962. 
All identified, appear reasonable quality. (29) £10

803 APPROX 75 variously sized B&W negatives showing IOW steam loco views in the early 1960s. 
Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (75) £10

804 APPROX 75 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LMS loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (75) £10

805 APPROX 75 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LMS loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (75) £10

806 APPROX 75 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LNER loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (75) £10

807 APPROX 75 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LNER loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (75) £10

808 APPROX 75 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (75) £10

809 APPROX 75 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (75) £10

810 APPROX 75 larger format B&W negatives showing ex SR loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (75) £10

811 APPROX 75 larger format B&W negatives showing ex SR loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (75) £10

812 APPROX 75 larger format B&W negatives showing BR Standard loco views circa late 1950s - 
early 1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (75) £10

813 APPROX 200 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR steam loco views circa early 1960s. 
Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (200) £10

814 APPROX 200 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR steam loco views circa early 1960s. 
Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (200) £10

815 APPROX 200 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR steam loco views circa early 1960s. 
Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (200) £10

816 APPROX 200 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR steam loco views circa early 1960s. 
Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (200) £10

817 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LMS loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (80) £10
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818 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LMS loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (80) £10

819 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LMS loco views circa late 1950s - early 
1960s. Not identified, appear reasonable quality. (80) £10

820 APPROX 70 variously sized B&W negatives showing overseas railway scenes and loco views, 
some pre WW2. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets, some marked with 
details. (70) £10

821 APPROX 19 variously sized B&W negatives showing London Transport buses in the 1950s. All 
filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (19) £10

822 APPROX 100 larger format B&W negatives showing views of buses circa late 1950s - 1960s. Not 
identified, most reasonable quality. (100) £10

823 APPROX 100 larger format B&W negatives showing views of buses circa late 1950s - 1960s. Not 
identified, most reasonable quality. (100) £10

824 APPROX 100 larger format B&W negatives showing views of buses circa late 1950s - 1960s. Not 
identified, most reasonable quality. (100) £10

825 APPROX 100 larger format B&W negatives showing views of buses circa late 1950s - 1960s. Not 
identified, most reasonable quality. (100) £10

826 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing mostly views of trams circa late 1950s - 
1960s. Not identified, most reasonable quality. (80) £10

827 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing mostly views of trams circa late 1950s - 
1960s. Not identified, most reasonable quality. (80) £10

828 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing mostly views of trams circa late 1950s - 
1960s. Not identified, most reasonable quality. (80) £10

829 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing mostly views of trams circa late 1950s - 
1960s. Not identified, most reasonable quality. (80) £10

830 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing mostly views of trolleybuses circa late 1950s 
- 1960s. Not identified, most reasonable quality. (80) £10

831 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing mostly views of trolleybuses circa late 1950s 
- 1960s. Not identified, most reasonable quality. (80) £10

832 APPROX 46 variously sized B&W negatives, including some on glass, showing canal infrastructure 
views in the 1950s. Locations include Shropshire Union Canal, Ellesmere Canal, Birmingham & 
Liverpool Junction Canal. Reasonable quality. BTC. (46) £10

833 APPROX 190 35mm colour slides showing station and infrastructure views on the Newcastle 
- Carlisle line circa mid 1970s. Includes last day service on the Haltwhistle - Alston branch. All 
identified. Reasonable quality. (190) £10

834 APPROX 160 35mm colour slides showing station and infrastructure views in and around 
Newcastle Central station circa mid 1970s. All identified. Reasonable quality. (160) £10

835 APPROX 240 35mm colour slides showing pre electrification station and infrastructure views on 
the ECML around Berwick, Newcastle and Darlington circa mid 1970s. All identified. Reasonable 
quality. (240) £10

836 APPROX 250 35mm colour slides showing station and infrastructure views around the Newcastle 
and Sunderland area circa mid - late 1970s. All identified. Reasonable quality. (250) £10

837 APPROX 110 35mm colour slides showing station and infrastructure views around the York and 
Leeds area circa mid 1970s - early 1980s. All identified. Reasonable quality. (110) £10

838 APPROX 104 35mm colour slides showing private sidings and freight facilities and various 
industrial locations, many in the East Midlands. Circa 1970s. All identified. Reasonable quality. 
(104) £10

839 APPROX 40 colour and B&W 35mm slides showing Somerset & Dorset line views in the early - 
mid 1960s. Some identified, quality varies. (40) £10

840 APPROX 30 mostly B&W 35mm slides showing ex GWR locos in the early 1960s. Some identified, 
quality varies. (30) £10
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841 APPROX 36 mostly B&W 35mm slides showing ex LNER locos in the early 1960s. Some 
identified, quality varies. (36) £10

842 APPROX 75 mostly B&W 35mm slides showing ex SR locos in the early 1960s. Some identified, 
quality varies. (75) £10

843 APPROX 75 mostly B&W 35mm slides showing ex SR locos in the early 1960s. Some identified, 
quality varies. (75) £10

844 APPROX 75 mostly B&W 35mm slides showing ex SR locos in the early 1960s. Some identified, 
quality varies. (75) £10

845 APPROX 80 35mm colour slides showing ex SR steam loco views in the 1960s, many Bulleid 
Pacifics noted. Some identified, reasonable quality. (80) £10

846 APPROX 40 35mm colour slides showing ex SR locos in the mid 1960s. Some identified, quality 
varies. (40) £10

847 APPROX 88 35mm colour slides showing Eastern, Western and LM region steam loco views in 
the 1960s. Some identified, reasonable quality. (88) £10

848 APPROX 99 35mm colour slides showing Irish and UK loco and infrastructure views in 1964. All 
identified. Reasonable quality. (99) £10

849 INDUSTRIAL. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing industrial steam loco views in England 
circa late 1960s - early 1970s. All identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

850 INDUSTRIAL. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing industrial steam loco views in England 
circa late 1960s - early 1970s. All identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

851 INDUSTRIAL. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing industrial steam loco views in Wales and 
Scotland plus industrial diesel loco views in England circa late 1960s - early 1970s. All identified, 
reasonable quality. (100) £10

852 INDUSTRIAL. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing industrial steam loco views in England 
circa late 1960s - early 1970s. All identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

853 APPROX 88 35mm colour slides showing industrial steam loco views in the 1960s. Most not 
identified, reasonable quality. (88) £10

854 APPROX 88 35mm colour slides showing industrial steam loco views in the 1960s. Most not 
identified, reasonable quality. (88) £10

855 APPROX 19 mostly B&W 35mm slides showing diesel locos in the early 1960s. Some identified, 
quality varies. (19) £10

856 APPROX 138 35mm colour slides showing diesel shunting loco views, circa late 1960s - early 
1980s. Not identified, reasonable quality. (138) £10

857 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing Western class diesel locos mostly in the early 1970s. 
Some identified, reasonable quality. (70) £10

858 APPROX 46 35mm colour slides showing diesel hydraulic locos, mostly Warships and Hymeks in 
the late 1960s. Some identified, reasonable quality. (46) £10

859 APPROX 300 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa late 1970s - 1990s. Most not 
identified, quality varies. (300) £10

860 APPROX 140 35mm colour slides showing overseas steam loco views in the 1980s and 90s. 
Many Indian noted. Not identified, reasonable quality. (140) £10

861 APPROX 158 35mm colour slides showing overseas steam loco views in Europe and elsewhere 
circa 1960s - 90s. The later views appear to be steam specials. Some identified, reasonable 
quality. (158) £10

862 ALBUM containing approx 240 colour slides showing South African Railway steam loco views 
circa 1980s and 90s. Most reasonable quality. £10

863 BASIL ROBERTS. Approx 27 35mm colour slides showing steam loco views in South Africa and 
Mozambique in the late 1960s - early 1970s. Complete with colour prints from the transparencies. 
Appear good quality, all captioned. £20
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864 APPROX 156 35mm colour slides. Approx 103 show steam, diesel and electric loco views in 
Spain circa 1965. Remainder show UK steam views including specials. All identified. Reasonable 
quality. (165) £10

865 SPAIN & PORTUGAL. Approx 284 35mm colour slides showing main line and industrial steam, 
diesel and electric locos in Spain (237) and Portugal (47) in the early 1970s - early 1980s. All 
identified, reasonable quality. (284) £10

866 APPROX 165 35mm colour slides showing steam, diesel and electric loco views in West Germany 
in 1967. All identified. Reasonable quality. (165) £10

867 GERMANY. Approx 214 35mm colour slides showing main line and industrial steam, diesel and 
electric locos in West Germany (192) and East Germany (22) in the early 1970s - early 1980s. All 
identified, reasonable quality. (214) £10

868 SOUTH AMERICA. Approx 126 35mm colour slides showing steam loco views in Brazil, Argentina, 
Chile and Peru in the 1970s. All identified, reasonable quality. (126) £10

869 SWITZERLAND. Approx 130 35mm colour slides showing main line and industrial steam, diesel 
and electric locos in Switzerland circa 1970s. Includes a few preserved views. All identified, 
reasonable quality. (130) £10

870 APPROX 137 35mm colour slides showing European diesel and electric locos circa 1960s - 90s. 
Some identified, reasonable quality. (137) £10

871 EUROPE. Approx 130 35mm colour slides showing main line and industrial steam, diesel and 
electric locos in Italy, France, Austria, Poland and Czechoslovakia in the early 1970s - early 
1980s. All identified, reasonable quality. (130) £10

872 TURKEY. Approx 152 35mm colour slides showing main line and industrial steam locos in Turkey 
in the early 1980s. All identified, reasonable quality. (152) £10

873 EUROPE. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing steam, diesel and electric locos in Europe, 
many in Portugal. Taken early 1960s. Some identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

874 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

875 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

876 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

877 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

878 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

879 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

880 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

881 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

882 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

883 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views, many at Yorkshire locations circa 
mid - late 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

884 Box of eight PRIMUS published lantern slides set 798 "Famous British Locomotives" showing 
colour artwork views circa 1910s. BTC. £10

Lot 885: Original Artwork
885 ORIGINAL ARTWORK showing coloured ink view of 4 wheeled, wooden sided open wagon by 

FG Cathie, dated 1871. 15" x 10" on card. Small scuffs. £10
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Lots 886 - 905: Unframed Carriage Prints
Series and issuing dates are taken from the book "Landscapes Under the Luggage Rack" by Greg 

Norden which we gratefully acknowledge.
886 LNWR two part photographic card type carriage print "Friar's Crag, Derwentwater - Keswick 

Station" and "Hawes Bridge near Kendal - Kendal Station". Ex carriage condition. £10
887 CLC mounted photographic type carriage print "The Pier from Hotel, Southport - Lord Street 

Station, Southport" showing view of the pier. Mount grubby and marked. Plus similar "King's 
Gardens, Southport". (2) £10

888 LMS mounted photographic type carriage print "Newark Castle - Newark Station" showing view of 
castle from river. Mount grubby and stained. Plus similar LNER example "Scarborough" showing 
view of crowded seafront. (2) £10

889 LMS photographic card type carriage print "Snowdon Mountain Railway, Caernarvonshire" 
showing sepia type view of a train on the mountain. Ex carriage condition. £10

890 LMS photographic card type carriage print "Derwent Valley, Hathersage" showing sepia type view 
of the railway line. Ex carriage condition. £10

891 LMS photographic card type carriage print "Loch Lochy and Ben Nevis" showing sepia type view 
of the area. Ex carriage condition. £10

892 LMS photographic card type carriage print "Houses of Parliament" showing sepia type view. Ex 
carriage condition with loss bottom l/h corner. £10

893 Felixstowe Ferry, Suffolk by L.R. Squirrell (LNER series). Corner crease. £10
894 Leiston Abbey, Suffolk by FW Baldwin (LNER series). £10
895 London, Waterloo Bridge by Kenneth Steel (LNER series). £10
896 Maldon, Essex by Henry Denham (LNER series). £10
897 Norwich, Tombland Alley by J. Fletcher Watson (LNER series). £10
898 Pickering, Yorkshire by Jack Merriott (LNER series). £10
899 St Monance, Fifeshire by J. McIntosh Patrick (LNER Series). £10
900 Stirling Castle, Stirlingshire by Henry Rushbury (LNER series). £10
901 Stowmarket Station, Suffolk by Leonard Squirrell (LNER series). £10
902 Sulgrave Manor, Near Helmdon, Northants, by John Bee (LNER series). £10
903 London, Horse Guards, Whitehall by John L Baker (LNER series). £10
904 Rufford Abbey, Nottinghamshire by Kenneth Steel (LNER series). £10
905 Five BR carriage prints. The Falls, Invermoriston, Inverness-shire by Kenneth Steel (ScR series), 

The Three Sisters, Glencoe, Argyll by Frank Sherwin (ScR series), St.Pancras Station, London 
(LMR Railway Architecture series) by Claude Buckle, Colwyn Bay (photographic type), Deganwy 
Caernarvonshire (photographic type). All with faults, grubby, folded and creased. (5) £10

Lots 906 - 999: Posters and Prints
(d/r = double royal, 25"x40", q/r = quad royal, 50"x40")

906 BR(M) q/r coloured pictorial poster "London Midland Electrification" with artwork by Greene 
showing electric loco and EMU. Dated 1961. Folded, edge wear and tape marks. £10

907 GWR q/r system map. Roundel in bottom l/h corner. Edge tears and tape repairs on rear. £50
908 CUNEO q/r coloured pictorial poster showing view of 5021 crossing bridge. Folded, fold tears, 

faults and tape repairs to edges. £10
909 LONDON UNDERGROUND q/r underground poster map showing Hutchison type diagram of 

lines. Print code 160/89Z/2500. Folded, worn and dusty. £10
910 LONDON UNDERGROUND 20" x 12" coloured pictorial poster "For the Cathedrals" showing 

view of choirboys by STC Weeks. Dated 1913. Laid on cloth, minor corner wear. £30
911 LONDON UNDERGROUND 20" x 8" coloured pictorial poster "National Gallery" showing view of 

Rembrandt painting "The Philosopher". Dated 1919. Laid on cloth, minor corner wear. £30



912 LMS d/r coloured pictorial poster "Edinburgh" showing view of bagpipe playing Scotsman and 
Edinburgh Castle by P.Irwin Brown. Folded, tears and many tape repairs, area of loss top centre. 
Dated 1930. £10

913 BR(ScR) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Highland Games - see Scotland by Train" showing 
illustration of piper and highland dancer by Lance Cattermole. Circa early 1960s, minor edge 
faults. £120

914 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster "The Lune Valley" showing view of fisherman and river. Circa 
late 1950s. Small edge tears and creasing. £10

915 BR(S) d/r coloured pictorial poster "The Dorset Coast and Dorchester" showing views of yacht in 
port and Dorchester High Street by Lander. Dated 1980. Minor wear and creasing. £10

916 BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster showing view of Trafalgar Square by Hick. Bottom two thirds of 
poster left blank for filling in the day's announcements. Edge creasing. £10

917 BR(W) d/r pictorial poster with artwork by Riley showing view of Trafalgar Square at top leaving 
bottom half blank for messages to be written in. £10

918 CUT DOWN d/r poster showing Claude Buckle coloured view of busy London street scene. 
Bottom section containing text has been removed. £10

919 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE d/r coloured pictorial poster "What's in it for you?" advertising BR goods 
services and showing Wolstenholme illustrations of wagon types. Circa early 1950s. Small edge 
tears, folded. £10

920 BR(ScR) d/r coloured poster "The Caledonian - new fast train London - Glasgow" showing Studio 
Seven artwork. Undated, circa late 1950s. £10

921 BR(NE) d/r coloured photographic poster "Whitby" showing view of harbour and locals. Probably 
dated 1962. Folded. £10

922 BR(W) d/r coloured photographic poster "The Cambrian Coast - see Britain in Comfort by British 
Railways" showing coloured photographic view of the Mawddach Estuary. Circa early 1960s. Plus 
another similar. (2) £10

923 BR(S) d/r coloured pictorial poster issued as No.3 in the "Facts and Figures" series detailing the 
work of the ships and ferries. Shows Studio Seven view of sailor on bridge. Dated 1957. £10

924 BIG 4 published d/r coloured pictorial poster "Address it Clearly" re the re-use of old wrapping 
paper and not removing old addresses. Undated, folded. £10

925 BR(M) d/r photographic poster "The Permanent Way" issued as No.4 in the "Facts and Figures" 
series showing track and mechanised track laying with artwork by Studio Seven. Circa 1957. £10

926 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial timetable poster "Rheidol Valley" showing illustration of train in 
countryside with timetable of services for June - September, circa early 1960s. £10

927 BR(W) d/r coloured photographic timetable poster "Rheidol Valley" showing illustration of loco 
No.7 in countryside with timetable of services for June - September 1962. Plus another similar. 
(2) £10

928 BR(S) d/r coloured poster map of Britain by Bromfield showing major sights. Produced for the 
French market with text at bottom in French. Circa 1962. Some edge creasing. £10

929 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster "1963 Holiday Cruises by TSS Duke of Lancaster" showing 
Studio Seven view of ship at sea. £10

930 BR(S) d/r coloured poster map of Britain by Studio Seven showing major sights and local 
characters. Circa 1950s. Some edge creasing. £10

931 BRB d/r coloured poster "Save up to 5/- in the £. Go Mid Week by Train" showing illustration of 
woman by Unger. Circa 1962. £10

932 BR(S) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Travel Bargains from Victoria and London Bridge" showing 
EPH Cowan view of flag waving guard and fares to Brighton, Littlehampton and Margate. Circa 
early 1960s. £10

933 BR(S) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Kent Coast Heritage and Inland Charm" showing views of 
Leeds Castle and oast house by Lander. Dated 1980. Folded. £10



934 BR(M) d/r photographic poster "Speedfreight - 10 ton containers overnight door to door London - 
Manchester" showing photo of freight wagons. Dated 1963. Edge tears and creasing. £10

935 BR(S) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Evening Business Trains from Holborn, Blackfriars and 
Elephant & Castle" encouraging the use of trains before 5.15pm and after 6.00pm showing 
diagrammatic representation of the number of seated and standing passengers at various times. 
Circa 1960s. Edge tears and creasing. £10

936 HMSO d/r coloured pictorial poster "Stagger your Holidays - it's finer remember in June and 
September" showing beach scenes. Possibly dated 1951. Folded. £10

937 BR(M) d/r poster "News Flash - Inter City from Milton Keynes Station" advising of the opening of 
the new station. Small illustration of class 87 electric loco and train. Undated, folded. £10

938 BR SEALINK d/r coloured pictorial poster "Jersey & Guernsey - as close as your local station" 
showing ship, tree and flowers. Dated 1985. Folded, some wear and marking especially at folds. 
£10

939 BRB published d/r photographic poster "Inter City 125. It's the changing shape of rail" showing 
view of HST and listing journey times to Bristol, Cardiff and Swansea. Dated 1976. Some wear 
and foxing. Corner loss where pinned. £10

940 INTER CITY d/r coloured pictorial poster showing a Brendan Neiland view of the river at Bath. 
Undated. £10

941 NETWORK SOUTHEAST d/r coloured photographic poster "Rail Rovers. Experience the 
Freedom of the Flexible Ticket" showing view of Weymouth. Dated 1994. £10

942 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE (NE) 30" x 20" poster "Free as a Bird with Holiday Runabout Tickets". 
Orange and blue print showing map of area No.14 featuring lines from Middleton in Teesdale to 
the coast. Dated 1952. Folded. £10

943 BR 15" x 10" staff information poster encouraging punctuality of trains. Coloured pictorial type 
showing Victorian type man. Dated 1961. Folded. £10

944 BR 20" x 30" coloured pictorial poster "See Britain By Train - The Eastgate, Chester" showing 
view of the street. VGC. £10

945 BR(S) 30" x 20" photographic poster "Take your Car to the Continent by Mini - Liner" showing 
views on the ship. Circa 1965. £10

946 BR(M) 18" x 12" coloured pictorial staff safety poster "Don't Set a Trap - be sure of the clearance" 
showing wagons and staff. Circa 1957. Folded. £10

947 Two BR(E) 30" x 20" coloured pictorial posters in the "Songs for Tynesiders" series No.1 and 2. 
Shows music and words for the local songs "Wor Nanny's a Mazer" and "Bobby Shafto". Dated 
1971 and 72. (2) £10

948 FESTINIOG RAILWAY d/r timetable poster "Wonderland of Wales". Red and blue print showing 
map of line and lady stationmaster. Dated May 1939. Very poor condition, stained, large fold 
tears. £10

949 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY 20" x 15" letterpress poster re discontinuance of Sunday worker's trains 
between Rutherglen and Glasgow etc listing trains affected. Dated November 1918. Folded. £10

950 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY d/r letterpress poster re passenger train alterations on the Brechin and 
Edzell branch showing times of trains affected. Blue print, dated March 1918. Folded. £10

951 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY 24" x 20" letterpress poster showing "Train Modifications during 
Christmas Holidays". Blue print listing trains affected. Dated 1918. Folded. £10

952 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY d/r letterpress poster listing passenger train alterations in the Edinburgh 
and Glasgow area. Dated June 1918. Folded. £10

953 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY 30" x 20" letterpress poster listing "Train Modifications during Easter 
Holidays". Blue print, dated April 1919. Folded. £10

954 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY 24" x 20" letterpress poster listing passenger train alterations in the 
Glasgow area. Blue print, dated November 1920. Folded. £10

955 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY 20" x 16" letterpress poster listing train alterations on the Kilbirnie and 
Irvine branches. Blue print, dated February 1919. Folded. £10
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956 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY 20" x 16" letterpress poster "Rockcliffe Station" announcing service 
alterations. Blue print, dated July 1918. Folded. £10

957 BIG 4 d/r letterpress poster "If your train is late or crowded it is probably due to shortage of trained 
staff, etc". Red print listing post WW2 problems being experienced by the railways. Dated 1946. 
Folded. £10

958 BIG 4 published d/r letterpress poster "If you have to take a long train journey take your food with 
you". Orange and green print, undated. Folded. £10

959 GWR d/r letterpress poster advertising half day excursion from Kidderminster, Great Malvern, etc 
to Hereford, Abergavenny, Barry Island, Penarth. Blue print with GWR roundel. Dated May 1933. 
Fragile, paper a little brittle at edges. £10

960 GWR d/r letterpress poster advertising express half day excursion from Kidderminster and Great 
Malvern area to Hereford, Abergavenny, Barry Island, Penarth. Red print with GWR roundel. 
Dated April 1933. Fragile, paper a little brittle at edges. £10

961 GWR d/r letterpress poster advertising half day excursion from Kidderminster, Great Malvern, etc 
to Oxford and London. Blue print, dated March 1931. Fragile, paper a little brittle at edges. £10

962 GWR d/r letterpress poster advertising express half day excursion from Great Malvern, Moreton 
in Marsh etc to London for the Royal Tournament at Olympia. Blue print, dated May 1933. Fragile, 
paper a little brittle at edges, a few small stains. £10

963 LMS d/r letterpress poster advertising express day excursion from the Bath, Bristol and 
Cheltenham area to Blackpool. Printed on green paper, dated June 1933. Large stain and large 
fold tears. Fragile/brittle. £10

964 LNER d/r letterpress poster "Altered Train Arrangements - Liverpool Spring Races Friday 29th 
March". Blue print listing alterations. Dated 1935. Folded, weak at folds, some discolouration, 
tape repairs on rear. £10

965 LNER d/r letterpress poster "21 Sets of Lantern Slides Lent Free of Charge" listing the sets 
available. Dated September 1935. Worn and stained. £10

966 BR(S) d/r letterpress poster "Cheap Day Tickets daily by all trains" listing fares from many stations 
in the Hampshire and Dorset area. Blue print, dated 1961. Folded. £10

967 BR(S) 30" x 20" internal issue letterpress poster listing timekeeping results of passenger trains for 
the four weeks ending 30th November 1957. Lists the results on a depot by depot basis. Folded/
creased, corner faults where pinned. Fragile. £10

968 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster advertising half day excursion from Oxford to London. Blue and lilac 
print, dated January 1949. Folded and worn, tape repairs to folds and tears. Weak at folds. £10

969 BR(NE) d/r poster "Cheaper Day Tickets Any Train Any Day from Hull to Beverley, Brough, 
Hornsea and Withernsea". Dated 1950. Folded. £10

970 BR(NE) d/r poster "Big Reductions in Fares Any Train Any Day - Huddersfield - Clayton West, 
Holmfirth - Penistone". Shows fares to various stations in the area. Dated 1952. Folded, 
discolouration at folds. £10

971 BR(NE) d/r poster "Really Competitive Cheap Day Return Tickets from Halifax". Shows fares to 
various stations in the area. Dated 1953. Folded, discolouration at folds. £10

972 BR(NE) d/r poster "Really Competitive Cheap Day Return Tickets Skipton - Keighley - Bradford 
- Leeds - York". Shows fares to various stations in the area. Dated 1953. Folded, some 
discolouration at folds. £10

973 BR(NE) d/r poster "Really Competitive Cheap Day Return Tickets Newcastle - Morpeth, Alnmouth 
- Alnwick". Shows fares to various stations in the area. Dated 1953. Folded, discolouration at 
folds. £10

974 BR(NE) d/r poster "Really Competitive Cheap Day Return Tickets Wall - Reedsmouth, Falstone 
- Keilder Forest". Shows fares to various stations in the area. Dated 1953. Folded, discolouration 
at folds. £10

975 BR(NE) d/r poster "Holiday Fares from York". Shows fares to various holiday destinations. Dated 
1953. Folded, discolouration at folds. £10
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976 BR(NE) carriage print sized poster "The Central Station Dining Room Scarborough is open every 
weekday from 8am to 6pm". Blue print, dated 1949. Folded. £10

977 LSWR 30" x 20" double sided thin card timetable showing services between London and west 
country stations. Dated November 1880. Some wear, fragile. £10

978 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY d/r timetable poster for branch line services. Dated March 1919. 
Folded, edge tears, some large. £10

979 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY d/r timetable poster for branch line services. Dated April 1919. Folded. 
£10

980 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY d/r timetable poster for main line services. Dated December 1919. 
Folded. £10

981 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY d/r timetable poster for the workmen's service between Glasgow 
Central Low Level to Clydebank, Dumbarton and Balloch. Dated April 1919. Folded. £10

982 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY d/r timetable poster for southern branch line services. Dated December 
1919. Folded. £10

983 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY 20" x 15" timetable poster of services between Carlisle, Rockcliffe and 
Gretna. Dated December 1918. Folded. £10

984 LNER 22" x 18" train departure poster for weekday services from King's Cross dated September 
1938. Folded, small edge tears. £10

985 LNER 20" x 14" timetable poster for services between Bishop Auckland & Barnard Castle and 
between Barnard Castle & Middleton in Teesdale. Brown print with winking eye logo at top. Dated 
May 1946. Folded. £10

986 LNER 20" x 14" timetable poster for services between Malton & Whitby and between Whitby & 
Whitby West Cliff. Brown print with winking eye logo at top. Dated May 1946. Folded. £10

987 LNER 20" x 14" timetable poster for services between Northallerton, Leyburn, Hawes and 
Garsdale. Brown print with winking eye logo at top. Dated May 1946. Folded. £10

988 LNER 20" x 14" timetable poster for services between Newcastle & Blackhill via Lintz Green and 
Annfield Plain. Blue print with winking eye logo at top. Dated December 1939. Folded. £10

989 BR(NE) d/r timetable poster for express trains between Bradford, Leeds and Bournemouth via 
Bath and the S&D line. Red and blue print, dated June 1962. Folded. £10

990 BR(W) d/r timetable poster for services from Paddington to Newbury, Westbury, Frome, Yeovil, 
Dorchester, Weymouth and Taunton. Dated June 1960. Folded. Plus similar for services from 
Paddington to Taunton, Exeter, Torquay, Plymouth and Penzance. (2) £10

991 BR(M) d/r timetable poster of services to England from Belfast via Heysham. Red and blue print, 
dated June 1963. Small loss bottom l/h corner. £10

992 BR(M) q/r train departures poster for Preston station dated June 1963. Folded. £10
993 BR(M) 24" x 18" train departures poster for Preston station dated September 1963. Folded. £10
994 BR(M) 20" x 12" departure poster for weekday services from Manchester Victoria dated September 

1965. Folded. Plus similar for Sunday departures. (2) £10
995 BR(E) thin card hanging departures timetable for Cambridge station. Blue print, 20" x 12" dated 

May 1972. Horizontal fold. Amendments sheet attached. £10
996 BR(W) d/r train departures poster for Saturdays only from Dawlish Warren, Dawlish and 

Teignmouth dated June 1966. Folded, some discolouration. £10
997 BR(W) d/r timetable poster for services from Penzance, Plymouth, Torquay, Exeter and Taunton 

to Paddington. Saturdays only dated June 1962. Folded. £10
998 DORSET COUNTY COUNCIL (possibly) d/r coloured pictorial map poster showing major sights 

in the county with illustrations by Lander. Glossy, modern copy of earlier poster, undated. £10
999 MODERN d/r coloured pictorial poster "London - the city" showing idealised view of the river and 

buildings by Christopher Rogers. Dated 1990. Possibly signed by the artist. Slight creasing. £10
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Lots 1001 - 1128: Books, Ephemera, Models and Hardware
1001 Quantity of bound volumes of Steam World magazine vols. 14 - 24 dated 2000 - 2010.  £10
1002 Box of maps, mostly OS.  £10
1003 Box of hardback books.  £10
1004 Box of ephemera, mostly manufacturers brochures.  £10
1005 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1006 Box of ephemera, mostly early items.  £10
1007 Box of softback books.  £10
1008 Box of ephemera.  £10
1009 Box of hardback books.  £10
1010 Box of office copy diagrams of BR(W) locomotive headboards.  £10
1011 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1012 Box of ephemera including signalling interest.  £10
1013 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1014 Small quantity of USA railroads related ephemera and booklets.  £10
1015 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1016 Box of ABC type booklets.  £10
1017 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1018 Box of ephemera.  £10
1019 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1020 Box of working instructions, appendices etc.  £10
1021 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1022 Box of ephemera.  £10
1023 Quantity of softback books.  £10

Alpha Lots
The following lots will be sold to the highest bidder as determined by the Auctioneers on 
receipt of the special “Alpha Lot Bidding Slips” handed in before the 1:00pm deadline on 

Saturday 3rd June at Stoneleigh Park.
The bidding increments as defined in paragraph 4 of our Postal Auction Terms and 

Conditions of Sale apply also to this Auction.
The Alpha Lots Auction results will be known at around 2:30pm. An announcement will be 

made in the main auction hall. Lots must be removed by successful bidders before 3:30pm.
We regret that Alpha Lots are not available to postal bidders. Postal bidders wishing to bid 
on Alpha Lots should use the services of a proxy, who must pay for and remove any items 

successfully bid for on the postal bidder’s behalf, before the 3:30pm deadline.
An 18% buyer’s premium (including VAT) will be added to the invoice for all lots in the Alpha 

Lots section of this catalogue.
Please note: all Alpha Lots are sold as seen and are not subject to return.

The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve.
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1024 Box of ephemera.  £10
1025 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1026 Box of ephemera.  £10
1027 Quantity of mostly Ian Allan ABC type booklets and similar.  £10
1028 Box of ephemera.  £10
1029 Small quantity of ephemera and booklets.  £10
1030 Box of PTTs.  £10
1031 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1032 Three part plans & sections for Thameslink 2000 works.  £10
1033 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1034 Quantity of Mamod type live steam models and accessories.  £10
1035 Quantity of books and miscellaneous items including DVDs and videos.  £10
1036 Quantity of model cars and lorries, mostly boxed.  £10
1037 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1038 Small quantity of ephemera.  £10
1039 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1040 Small quantity of ephemera including tickets and labels.  £10
1041 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1042 Small quantity of PTTs.  £10
1043 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1044 Hornby boxed models of A4 and Flying Scotsman locos. Plus signal lamp interior.  £10
1045 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1046 Box of ephemera.  £10
1047 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1048 Small quantity of ephemera.  £10
1049 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1050 Box of ephemera.  £10
1051 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1052 Box of ephemera and bound BR Magazines and photos.  £10
1053 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1054 Box of ephemera including WTTs and PTTs.  £10
1055 Box of Bradford Barton published hardback books.  £10
1056 Three files containing photocopies of GWR/BR(W) signalling notices for Bristol, Gloucester and 

Worcester divisions.  £10
1057 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1058 Box of Gillham track and route plans.  £10
1059 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1060 Small quantity of ephemera.  £10
1061 Quantity of miscellaneous items including books and DVDs.  £10
1062 Box of ephemera and miscellaneous items.  £10
1063 Quantity of hardback books including overseas interest.  £10
1064 Box of ephemera including WTTs.  £10
1065 Box of softback books including RCTS publications.  £10
1066 Box of ephemera including WTTs.  £10
1067 Box of hardback books.  £10
1068 Box of ephemera and booklets.  £10
1069 Box of "What Happened to Steam" booklets.  £10
1070 Box of ephemera and bound LMS Magazine.  £10
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1071 Box of hardback books.  £10
1072 Box of ephemera.  £10
1073 Small quantity of hardback books and miscellaneous items.  £10
1074 Box of ephemera.  £10
1075 Quantity of hardback books including overseas interest.  £10
1076 Small quantity of posters and prints.  £10
1077 Quantity of hardback books including overseas interest.  £10
1078 Grand Trunk, Canadian National and Central Vermont Railway system map on rollers dated 1925.  

£10
1079 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1080 Quantity of drawings and diagrams of NBR & LNER locos and rolling stock.  £10
1081 Box of hardback books.  £10
1082 Quantity of drawings, diagrams and information, many referring to NBR & LNER locos and rolling 

stock.  £10
1083 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1084 Small quantity of ephemera mostly relating to the GCR.  £10
1085 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1086 Quantity of framed & glazed and mounted photos. LNER subjects.  £10
1087 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1088 Quantity of papers and plans, many referring to Scotland, LNER locos etc.  £10
1089 Quantity of hardback books plus a few DVDs and videos.  £10
1090 Framed and glazed GCR poster map plus mounted print and LNWR coat of arms.  £10
1091 Box of softback books.  £10
1092 Quantity of papers and plans, many referring to Scotland, LNER locos etc.  £10
1093 Box of hardback books.  £10
1094 Quantity of drawings, diagrams and information, many referring to NBR & LNER locos and rolling 

stock.  £10
1095 Box of hardback books.  £10
1096 Quantity of hardback books including overseas interest.  £10
1097 Box of softback and hardback books including overseas.  £10
1098 Quantity of publications relating to South African railways and society publications.  £10
1099 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1100 Quantity of bound LNER Magazines.  £10
1101 Box of hardback and softback book.  £10
1102 Box of ephemera including acts and agreements.  £10
1103 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1104 Box of ephemera, mostly GWR paperwork.  £10
1105 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1106 Quantity of ephemera, mostly USA timetables.  £10
1107 Quantity of softback books including RCTS published Locomotives of the LNER.  £10
1108 Quantity of rolled diagrams, plans and posters.  £10
1109 Quantity of hardback books including bound Railway Observers and Railway Gazettes.  £10
1110 Quantity of ephemera, mostly USA timetables.  £10
1111 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1112 Quantity of hardback books including overseas interest.  £10
1113 Quantity of hardback and softback books including bound Railway Magazines and RCTS 

published Locomotives of the GWR.  £10
1114 Quantity of hardback and softback books plus a few items of ephemera.  £10
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1115 Quantity of hardback books including overseas interest.  £10
1116 Quantity of softback books including overseas interest.  £10
1117 Quantity of hardback books including overseas interest.  £10
1118 Quantity of ephemera, mostly PTTs.  £10
1119 Quantity of tram related hardback and softback books.  £10
1120 Box of ephemera including handbills and postcards.  £10
1121 Quantity of softback books including Oakwoods.  £10
1122 Box of ephemera including WTTs and appendices.  £10
1123 Box of RCTS publications including Locomotives of the LNER and GWR.  £10
1124 Box of Aire and Calder Canal ephemera and paperwork.  £10
1125 Quantity of ephemera and photos, much LNER interest.  £10
1126 Quantity of acts of parliament and other early ephemera.  £10
1127 Quantity of mostly softback books.  £10
1128 Quantity of ephemera including plans and overseas interest.  £10

Lots 1401 - 1423: Photographs, Slides and Negatives
1401 Quantity of photos, loose and in albums. UK and overseas.  £10
1402 Approx 250 commercial slides showing steam views.  £10
1403 Quantity of photos, loose and in albums. UK and overseas.  £10
1404 Approx 1800 35mm slides. Bus, tram, steam and diesel views, UK and overseas.  £10
1405 Large quantity of colour photos showing preserved railways.  £10
1406 Box of approx 1000 colour slides. Rail subjects.  £10
1407 Quantity of photos, loose and in albums. UK and overseas.  £10
1408 Small quantity of colour transparencies. Mostly copies.  £10
1409 Box of approx 1500 photos. Rail subjects.  £10
1410 Small quantity of colour slides including traction engine views.  £10
1411 Large quantity of postcard sized B&W photos. UK steam subjects.  £10
1412 Over 1000 35mm colour slides, many showing overseas railways circa 1970s & 80s.  £10
1413 Quantity of B&W and colour photos showing diesel and steam loco views and a quantity of cine 

film.  £10
1414 Box of slides, some unmounted, and negatives. Rail subjects.  £10
1415 Quantity of bus photos.  £10
1416 Quantity of commercial slides.  £10
1417 Over 1000 B&W postcard sized photos showing UK steam locos, etc.  £10
1418 Quantity of colour slides including stereoscopic type.  £10
1419 Over 700 B&W postcard sized photos showing mostly European rail views.  £10
1420 Quantity of postcard sized photos and slides.  £10
1421 Quantity of albums of colour photos showing preserved steam.  £10
1422 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing infrastructure and loco views 1970s - 90s.  £10
1423 Quantity of photos and a few postcards.  £10

End of Auction

Future Postal Auction Dates
The next auction will be on view at Stoneleigh on 3rd September 2017 and quality items are 
now being accepted for this Sale and for future Sales in December 2017 and quarterly in 
2018. Please see the organisers for information and advice.



Routes to the Stoneleigh Auction
By Road from M40 Motorway
• Leave the M40 at Junction 15 and take the A46 dual carriageway towards Coventry.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from M6 or M69 Motorways
• Leave the M6 at Junction 2 and take the A45 towards Warwick. If you are taking the M69, 

continue onto the A46 in the direction signposted for Warwick and M40.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from Northbound M1 Motorway
• Leave the M1 at Junction 17 and take the M45 towards Coventry.

• Stay on the M45 until you see signs for A45 Coventry, not the earlier signs for the A45 to 
Daventry. Join the A45 and continue along it until you can take the A46 towards Warwick.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

Railway Stations
Coventry 4½ miles, Leamington Spa 4¾ miles, Warwick Parkway 6 miles. All these stations 
have taxi ranks. A bus service for the benefit of auction visitors has been arranged to run from 
Coventry station (see below for details).

Private Bus Service from Coventry Station
A private bus has been arranged to run an hourly service to the auction. Nominal departure 
times from Coventry station to the auction are 8, 9, 10 & 11am, but with variation for actual 
train arrivals. The bus will depart Stoneleigh for the station at 2, 3, 4 & 5pm. 

On Site at Stoneleigh Park
The main entrance to Stoneleigh Park is on the B4113. Inside the main entrance there will be 
a signpost showing the direction to the auction. From the main entrance follow Avenue M (the 
main road onto the site) until you get to the Warwick Complex. If you are driving a car, please 
proceed on to the signposted car park for the auction. Stareton Hall where the auction is held, 
is on 10th Street, which is the turning off Avenue M next to the The Warwick Complex.




